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Summary

Optical networks are evolving from initially static optical circuits and subsequently
optical circuit switching towards optical packet switching in order to take advan-
tage of the high transport capacity made available by WDM systems in a more
flexible and efficient way. Optically labeling of packets and routing the packets’s
payload optically under control of its label allows the network nodes to route
and forward IP data without having to process the payload, thus keeping it in
the optical domain; this is a promising solution to avoid electronic bottlenecks in
routers. All-optical label switching can therefore be used to route and forward
packets independent of their length and payload bitrate.

Several optical signal labeling techniques have been proposed in previous re-
search reported in literature; orthogonal labeling and time-serial labeling have
been studied in this thesis. This thesis studies two orthogonal modulation label-
ing techniques: one based on FSK labels with an IM payload, and another one
on SCM labeling for a DPSK modulated payload. A time-serial labeling method
based on IM labels with IM or DPSK payload is also presented and studied. The
first two techniques assume electronic processing of the labels in the node, and
hence assume that labels can be transmitted at a much lower bitrate than the
payload data rate. The third technique assumes all-optical signal processing in
the nodes, capable of handling a label at the same bitrate or slightly lower than
the payload data. Labels at low bitrate in comparison with the payload bitrate are
desirable in systems where the label processing will be conducted in the electrical
domain, while labels at the same bitrate as the payload can be used in systems
where the processing is conducted in the optical domain, exploiting all-optical
processing techniques.

These three techniques have been chosen because they are compatible with the
existing networks, since the modulation format, bitrates, transmission properties,
and other features of the signals are similar to the ones used for commercially
available applications. Thus, they can be considered important candidates for
migration scenarios from optical circuit switching towards optical burst switching
networking.
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Orthogonal labeling based on FSK/IM is a promising scheme for implementing
the labeling of optical signals, and it is the technology of choice in the STOLAS
project. This technique offers advantageous features such as a relaxed timing de-
lineation between payload and label, and ease of label erasure and re-writing of
new labels. By using wavelength-agile tunable laser sources with FSK modula-
tion capability, wavelength converters, and passive wavelength routing elements,
a scalable modular label-controlled router featuring high reliability can be built.
In this thesis, several aspects of the physical parameters of an FSK/IM labeling
scheme within a routing node have been studied and presented. Optical filtering
requires special care, since the combined FSK/IM scheme has a broader spectrum
than that of pure intensity modulated signals. The requirements on the limited
extinction ratio for the IM signal can be relaxed at low bitrates of the label signal
or, alternatively, by introducing data encoding. Optical labeling by using FSK/IM
represents a simple and attractive way of implementing hybrid optical circuit and
burst switching in optical networks.

Architecturally, similar advantages can be mentioned for the second orthogo-
nal labeling technique studied in this thesis, based on SCM labels and a DPSK
payload. In-band subcarriers carrying low bitrate labels located at a frequency
equal to half the bitrate of the payload signal can be inserted introducing only
low power penalties. Wavelength conversion can be implemented by using passive
highly nonlinear fibers and exploiting the four-wave mixing effect.

This thesis also studies the design of two functional blocks of an all-optical
core node proposed in the LASAGNE project, namely the all-optical label and
payload separator and the wavelength converter unit for a time-serial labeling
scheme. The label and payload processor can be realized exploiting nonlinear
effects in SOAs. An implementation using polarization division multiplexing to
transport the external control light for an IM/IM time-serial scheme was demon-
strated. Label and payload processors with self-contained control signals were also
demonstrated, either using a DPSK signal to simultaneously transport the payload
data and the control signal or inserting a CW dummy in between the label and
the payload, which were based on IM-RZ format. A study on single- and multi-
wavelength conversion based on FWM in a HNLF was presented. This approach
allows transparent wavelength conversion (independent of the data format used)
at high bitrates (the nonlinear effects in a fiber are obtained at ultrafast speeds).

The labeling techniques explored have indicated a viable way of migration
towards optical burst packet switched networks while significantly improving the
throughput of the routing nodes.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Techniques to label optical signals and architectures of optical label-controlled nodes
are the topic of this Ph.D. thesis. This chapter gives a brief overview of the
evolution of optical networking, starting from wavelength routed optical circuit
switched and up to the envisaged all-optical packet switched networks. Optical
label switched networks are considered as an intermediate step in this evolutionary
path. Finally, an overview of the structure of the thesis and its most important
contributions are presented.

1.1 Evolution of optical networks

In the recent past, each individual telecommunications service, such as telephone,
television, world wide web, secure data transmission, or data mining, was sup-
ported by a different mechanism of transportation. The trend today, however, is
to strive for convergence of service provisioning over a common network architec-
ture. A unified network solution is cost efficient and simplifies the management of
the transport network. Furthermore, a unified network can stimulate the devel-
opment of new applications and enhance the features of existing ones by enabling
the creation of links between services (video-conferencing, on-line gaming, video-
on-demand, etc.).

The Internet Protocol (IP) has proven to be a powerful tool to reach that
convergence [1]. Thus, there is an ongoing global effort to fit the various data
flows into the IP layer. The convergence of traffic implies that the IP routers in
the network need to handle a large amount of data with various requirements.
Those routers must be linked using high capacity connections. Optical networks
are generally considered to be an efficient solution to this problem [2], because
they provide the best performance in terms of link capacity and reliability.

The initial implementation of optical technologies was limited to just point-to-
point optical fiber connections between routing nodes, because they offered a larger
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Figure 1.1: WRON architecture. The physical and the logical topologies are
defined independently.

bandwidth and a larger link reach than copper cables. In this type of network,
each node has to perform signal conversions between the optical and electrical
domain: signals after being transported over optical fibers are converted to the
electrical domain, processed and converted again to optical signals. In addition,
these networks are highly layered, which produces not only a substantial signal
processing overload at the interface between each layer but also does not allow
transparency to different bit rates, protocols or signal encoding formats.

Later, in 1996, after wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) techniques were
developed and applied to optical network architectures, a new solution appeared
for optical routing: the wavelength routed optical network (WRON) [3]. This
concept is based on optical circuit switching (OCS) and defines two topologies:
one physical topology (optical fiber connections between nodes) and another logical
one (direct connections in the optical domain) as can be seen in Fig. 1.1. In OCS,
full end-to-end optical connections between source and destination are established,
and keep alive until the communication session has been completed.

WRON tries to avoid Electronic-Optical-Electronic (O/E/O) conversion of the
signal at each node. This is achieved by defining all-optical connection between
pairs of nodes, referred to as lightpaths. A lightpath can cross an intermediate
node while its transported data is not O/E/O converted, that is to say all-optical
bypassing at the intermediate nodes occurs. In one single fiber there can be light-
paths associated with a certain wavelength (λ). Thus in a WDM system, several
lightpaths can arrive or depart from one node and optical connections can be
directly established with many nodes. In this way, the electrical bottle-neck is
avoided due to the use of all-optical end-to-end connections between nodes.

There are two types of WRONs: static (or semi-static) and dynamic. The
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difference between them is the way the lightpaths are assigned. In the first one,
pairs of nodes that will have a logical connection between them (usually by traffic
engineering) are decided during the design of the network whereas, in the second
one, the logical links are provided on-demand (when a node needs to send traffic,
it asks the control system for a lightpath). The static solution has little flexibility
but the dynamic one produces overload and delays due to the communication with
the control system and the time required to establish the connection. There are
also two topologies of WRON networks: full mesh or partial mesh. In a full mesh
topology all the nodes are logically connected and in the partial mesh there are
pairs of nodes not directly connected and hence one or more intermediate nodes.

One shortcoming of this solution is the need for grooming. This is required to
aggregate channels supporting applications that use low bandwidth. If grooming
is not used the result would be an increase in the number of wavelengths used and
thus an increase in the complexity of the control system. The inefficient utilization
of bandwidth can be addressed with optical packet switching (OPS). OPS does not
establish paths between the nodes like in OCS but uses data structures with fixed
or variable length according to the network needs (e.g. IP packets and ATM cells).
These packets also contain control information that will be used to route them.
Link utilization is improved with respect to OCS because there are no dedicated
links; the link is only reserved during data transmission.

OPS, however, requires significant control information. For electrical packet
switching this is performed by a Store and Forward technique where packets are
temporarily stored while the control information is processed to determine the
output link. In optical switching systems, however, there are no feasible optical
memories for flexible buffering; there are only fiber delay lines (FDLs) that intro-
duce a limited and fixed delay in the propagation of the packet. Yet another major
challenge is the stringent requirement for synchronization, both between multiple
packets arriving at different input ports of an OPS node, and between a packet
header and its payload. Clearly OPS still faces many cost and technologically
hurdles.

1.2 Optical Label Switching

Optical Label Switching (OLS) was proposed as an optical switching paradigm
to combine the best of OCS and OPS while avoiding their shortcomings [1, 4].
Figure 1.2 shows the topology of an OLS network. In OLS, bursts of data are cre-
ated in the Ingress Node by assembling packets (which come from different traffic
sources) according to their destination and/or demanded quality of service (QoS).
Once the burst is created, a label of short and fixed length is assigned to it. Hence
there is a payload of data and a control packet which contains the label or other
control information (it depends on the labeling scheme used). The Core Nodes will
use that label to route the burst through the network all the way to the Egress
Nodes. Meanwhile the payload never leaves the optical domain; only the label
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Figure 1.2: Optical label switching network architecture.

may be O/E/O converted to set the routing within the node and for intermediate
processing.

In this topology, the electrical bottleneck is avoided because only the control
information is processed in the electrical domain, while the data information re-
mains in the optical domain.

OLS can provide improvements over optical circuit-switched wavelength rout-
ing in terms of bandwidth efficiency and core scalability, because it allows statis-
tical sharing of each wavelength among flows of burst whose data may otherwise
consume several wavelengths. Furthermore, the synchronization requirement is
less stringent than in OPS due to the larger size and the looser coupling between
control signals and data (in OLS we can separate them in time, wavelength, coding
format, etc.), and the overhead is smaller due to the better ratio between header
and payload sizes. Therefore OLS has an intermediate granularity between OPS
and OCS, less latency than OCS (it does not need to wait for the acknowledgement
for path reservation like in dynamic WRONs) and it is not based on Store and
Forward so it does not need buffering, thus simplifying the node architecture. A
comparison between the three alternatives is shown in Table 1.1.

Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) is a control layer based on label swap-
ping. A label is an identifier that contains routing information to switch a data
burst to its destination. Swapping a label is the process of reading the label,
erasing it, determining a new one and writing it. Its objective is to distribute
the traffic to exploit all the network capacity in the most efficient possible way.
Therefore, it is a tool that allows traffic engineering and QoS policies.
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Table 1.1: Comparison between three optical switching paradigms

Optical Bandwidth Latency Implementation Adaptability

Switching utilization (including difficulty (to traffic

paradigm setup) and fault)

OCS Low Low Low Low

OPS High Low High High

OLS High Low Medium High

Hence, OLS seems to be a solution for IP-over-WDM integration (an IP layer
directly over a WDM solution). It leads to an integrated solution that can fur-
ther reduce redundancy and increase efficiency in the network, because it fa-
cilitates the extension of the MPLS framework [5] into the proposed labeled-
OBS (LOBS) framework. It can be accomplished by augmenting each OLS node
with an IP/MPLS controller.

QoS refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected
network traffic over various technologies [6], including Frame Relay, Asynchronous
Transfer Mode (ATM), Ethernet and 802.1 networks, SONET, and IP-routed net-
works that may use any or all of these underlying technologies. The primary goal
of QoS is to provide priority including dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and
latency (required by some real-time and interactive traffic), and improved loss
characteristics. Also important is making sure that providing priority for one or
more flows does not cause the failure of other flows.

MPLS framework defines three basic concepts:

• Label Switched Paths (LSPs): paths the traffic will go along, deter-
mined by Internal Gateway Protocols (IGPs) that are used to coordinate
the routers.

• Label Switching Routers (LSRs): nodes operating at network and link
levels.

• Tunnels: traffic grouped by QoS requirements which is transported onto an
LSP. MPLS considers that a single LSP can contain several tunnels, since
once the path is established between two nodes, the usage can be shared.

Inside the OCS framework an MPLS solution called MPλS [7] has been pro-
posed. In this solution each label is a wavelength or, in other words, each LSP is a
lightpath. It facilitates optical swapping if there are wavelength converters in the
LSRs. Despite this, it has the problem that it cannot aggregate LSPs, due to the
current lack of wavelength-merging techniques (it is only possible in the electrical
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domain, through O/E/O conversions). LSPs merging is an interesting feature in
order to easy multicasting or setting peer-to-multipeer connections.

OLS makes the above-mentioned aggregation possible in the optical domain.
Bursts belonging to two or more LPSs can be aggregated without having to go
through O/E/O conversions. This is because the label information is carried by
control packets that are electronically processed at every LOBS node. For the
same reason, label swapping can be done at any LOBS node even though it may
not be able to convert a wavelength all-optically.

Data bursts are optically switched in OLS. This means that there are some
restrictions in the aggregation of LSPs: in a node without wavelength conversion
capability, when bursts from different LSPs and having the same wavelength arrive,
the aggregation is only possible if the bursts do not coincide in time.

1.3 Overview of the thesis

The topic of this thesis is label-controlled optical switching nodes, with an em-
phasis on the physical layer. Three different approaches to realize such an optical
routing node are studied, namely, an orthogonal FSK/IM modulation format, an
orthogonal DPSK/SCM modulation format and a time-serial combined modula-
tion format. Some key technologies for realizing different operation within the
node have been assessed and discussed.

The components included in the experiments are considered in a broad perspec-
tive as general integrating building blocks in a system, leaving room for further
optimization of the performance of a particular component. In this way, some
proof of concept results will be presented for each labeling technique with regard
to the different system functionalities. The payload data that will be analyzed will
in most cases be pseudo random bit sequences (PRBS), while the specific content
of the labels and their significance to protocols would be left for upper layers in
the telecommunications hierarchy.

The performance analysis will in most cases be done through the assessment of
bit error rate (BER) curves. The receiver sensitivity of the system will always be
measured for a BER of 10−9 (occasionally referred to as error free performance)
and the power penalty evaluated for the performance at the same BER value. For
the graphs in which the BER for a specific system is shown as a function of received
power, the results are approximated by a linear fit for visualization purposes. The
work has been carried out mainly in laboratory experiments, although some results
based on numerical simulations (performed on VPI Transmission Maker simulation
software) will support the analysis.

In Chapter 2, an overview of the state-of-the-art in label-controlled optical
switching nodes is presented. Different labeling techniques are discussed, with
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their pros and cons. A brief statement regarding the subjects chosen in this thesis
is also given.

Chapter 3 deals with a combined modulation scheme in which a intensity modu-
lated payload is labeled with frequency shift keyed labels. The edge and core node
architectures designs supporting such a orthogonally labeled signals are presented,
introducing some of the key systems issues studied later on. FSK/IM signal gener-
ation and detection is discussed. Some level of crosstalk between the label and the
payload is expected when the orthogonally modulated signal is generated. This
issue is discussed and a trade-off point found via computer simulations.

The wavelength conversion process, which is one of the most important func-
tionalities in an all-optical network node from a systems point of view, is also
investigated. The use of an SOA-MZI as wavelength converter is explained, along
with some proof of concept experiments, demonstrating label insertion, label swap-
ping for a single channel and label swapping in a multichannel scenario.

SOA-MZIs have a limited input power dynamic range, and it is predictable
that signals arriving from different optical paths will have variable signal power
levels. This effect is studied via simulations, and an implementation of automatic
gain control is assessed experimentally for its utilization in front of the wavelength
conversion stage.

Since the routing of the signal, inside the node, is performed via wavelength
conversion but also passively by using AWG as routing elements, misalignments of
the AWG and filters with respect to the central frequency of the signal need to be
studied. Furthermore, the robustness of the SOA-MZIs against interfering signals
coming from adjacent channels is also studied experimentally.

Transmission properties of orthogonally FSK/IM labeled signals are also stud-
ied. Some level of crosstalk between the label and the payload is expected when
the orthogonally modulated signal propagates in optical fibres. For instance, phase
to intensity modulation conversion induced by chromatic dispersion would result
in degradation of the payload data by the label. Transmission of FSK/IM signals
in a WDM scenario is assessed experimentally, as well as its robustness against
polarization mode dispersion (PMD) effects.

A theoretical and experimental study regarding the cascadability of the system
is presented. Finally, some engineering rules are given for a system implementa-
tion.

In Chapter 4, a routing node based on an alternative orthogonal scheme is
investigated, namely phase modulation scheme for the payload and in-band sub-
carrier multiplexing for the labels. The edge and core node architectures designs
supporting these labeled signals are presented. DPSK/SCM signals are studied
via simulations, such as the modulation index dependence, the subcarrier position
dependence (with respect to the payload frequency), the subcarrier data rate and
its impact on the performance of the payload and the linewidth dependence of the
DPSK/SCM scheme.
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The generation of high speed DPSK/SCM signals and its transmission perfor-
mance are demonstrated. Wavelength conversion, as a key functionality, is also
studied via simulations. Alternative SCM modulation techniques are presented,
exploiting multi-carrier labeling and analogue modulations such as 16-QAM. Fi-
nally, some engineering rules are given for a system implementation.

Chapter 5 studies some key building blocks of a time-serial labeled node based
on all-optical signal processing. Namely, a label and payload processor and the
wavelength conversion unit. All-optical signal processing aims to exploit optical
effects in order to conduct all the label processing operations in the optical domain,
without the use of any electronic processing.

Hence, two nonlinear effects that will be exploited later on in the label and
payload separator design are introduced. Nonlinear polarization rotation and self-
polarization rotation in an SOA are described.

A payload and label separator capable of operating at different bitrates, differ-
ent payload modulation formats (phase modulated and intensity modulated both
in a return-to-zero and non-return-to-zero fashion) and variable packet length is
demonstrated.

The second building block studied in this chapter is a wavelength converter,
which was implemented using FWM in an HNLF. Single wavelength conversion
and multicasting wavelength conversion were experimentally demonstrated. Mul-
ticasting wavelength conversion is an interesting feature for networking in order
to implement services such as video-conferencing and broadcasting.

Finally, scalability and cascadability issues of the system are discussed, and
some engineering rules for a system implementation are given.

The work presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5 has been done within the
framework of the “Switching Technologies for Optically Labeled Signals” (STO-
LAS) project and the “All-optical LAbel SwApping employing optical logic Gates
in NEtwork nodes” (LASAGNE) project,in the 5th and 6th Framework Pro-
gramme, respectively, both financially supported by the European Commission.

Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the knowledge gained throughout the research,
and presents conclusions and recommendations for further research.



Chapter 2

State of the art

This chapter reviews the state of the art in optical packet labeling techniques. An
introduction to different technologies for labeling signals is given. Then, a com-
parison among them is done. Finally, a motivation of subject choices studied in
this thesis is given. Parts of this chapter are based on publications1.

2.1 Optical labeling techniques

Several techniques have been proposed for labeling an optical packet or a burst of
packets. These methods can be classified depending on the spectral allocation of
the label (in-band or out-of-band with respect to the spectral band of the payload
data) and the label processing technology (electronics, all-optical or hybrid electro-
optics). Figure 2.1 shows a map of the labeling techniques. This section gives a
brief introduction to each technique [10].

2.1.1 Time-serial labeling

In time-serial labeling (also called bit serial labeling) the label information is at-
tached in the time domain, by inserting it in front of the payload in the time
domain, separated by some guard time [11]. The guard time is needed to ensure
that the label and the payload do not overlap in time, and to ease the separation
process. The payload and the attached label are encoded on the same wavelength
carrier, as shown in Figure 2.2.

Two versions of time-serial labeling may be discerned:

Synchronous time-serial labeling, where the label bitrate is the same as the pay-
load one.

1See references [8, 9].
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Figure 2.1: Labeling techniques.

Figure 2.2: Time-serial transmission of label and payload on a single wavelength
channel.

Asynchronous time-serial labeling, where the label bitrate is (preferably) much
lower than the payload bitrate.

The label information can be read and reinserted by O/E/O conversion, which
would require reasonably fast 2 × 2 optical switches. The time serial labels can
also be swapped by optical means [12]. Two techniques have been reported: wave-
length conversion in a fiber loop mirror structure operating at 80 Gbit/s [13], or
by optical XOR operations in an SOA-Mach-Zehnder Interferometer (MZI) wave-
length converter at 20 Gbit/s [14]. In both cases, the labels are compared bit by
bit with a locally generated label in order to find matching addresses.

However, very careful synchronization for the label and payload is required for
label extraction and reinsertion of a new label, as well as for contention resolution
purposes. This can be complex to achieve for optical channels arriving at a packet
switching node from different origins.

Furthermore, bit serial multiplexing imposes stringent processing requirements
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Figure 2.3: Single WDM channel carrying all the labels for all the bursts.

in the nodes, especially when the label is a high speed signal (i.e. with a speed
comparable to the payload data rate), but on the other hand it is bandwidth
wasting when the label is at a low bitrate [15–17].

Within the KEOPS project, a system operating at 10 Gbit/s for the payload
and 622 Mbit/s for the labels was implemented in a lab trial [11, 15]. Both label
and payload were processed and synchronized electronically in the nodes. Recently,
an experimental demonstration of label swapping operating at 160 Gbit/s payload
and 10 Gbit/s has been reported [18].

2.1.2 WDM labeling

Another possibility of labeling is to aggregate all the label information for sev-
eral WDM data channels on a single separate wavelength [19–21], as shown in
Figure 2.3.

Its advantage is the capability to separate the switching from the control plane,
allowing easy label data extraction, detection and processing (since the label and
the payload are transmitted at different channels, its treatment can be also done
independently). As only the common label wavelength channel needs to be in-
spected for label processing and routing, the method would benefit from a fast
and efficient forwarding algorithm. In addition, a significant amount of high speed
O/E/O converters are avoided, as the payload data channels are delayed until the
end of the electronic processing.

However, the main disadvantage of this technique lays in the strict mapping of
the individual label signals with the respective payload channels that needs to be
maintained. It should also be ensured that the label reaches the nodes sufficiently
earlier than the corresponding data packets in order to set the switches to the
required state and to prepare the transmission of new packets on the idle wave-
lengths (thus, a flexible delay time seems needed, and a system capable of adjusting
it depending on the delays experienced in other incoming links). Chromatic disper-
sion in the fibre links may affect this strict synchronization by introducing group
velocity differences between the label channel and the various payload channels.
Another major drawback is that the common channel carries the label for a lot of
payload channels. Together with the cross-connecting of these payload channels,
per outgoing link the common label channel needs to be completely re-assembled,
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Figure 2.4: OCDM packet scheme.

requiring a lot of bookkeeping and signal processing.
This method was already adopted in [4] and in network paradigms such as

a Data Vortex [22] or the HORNET project [20, 21]. A Data Vortex lab trial
operating with eight simultaneous channels WDM labeled operating at 10 Gbit/s
(and hence a total throughput of 80 Gbit/s) has been recently demonstrated [23],
including transmission and switching through 58 nodes.

2.1.3 OCDM labeling

Optical code division multiplexing (OCDM) (Figure 2.4) has been proposed for
labeling in optical networks [24, 25]. In this method, the label information is
attached by scrambling the payload with a specific code carrying the label infor-
mation. Its implementation is quite complex. If a wavelength supports N OCDM
codes, a bank of N optical auto correlators per wavelength is needed for every
channel in order to decode each possible label. This implies that a replica of the
data of every channel should be provided to every auto correlator of the bank.
The number of network nodes is furthermore upper bounded by the nature of the
code [26].

OCDM labeling also implies a severe increase of the line rate, when at least
each payload bit is to be scrambled with the code word.

However, OCDM labeling offers possibilities to be combined with WDM (WDM
sub-bands) and optical time division multiplexing (OTDM) transmission tech-
niques and offers enhanced layer 1 (physical layer) security features [27]. Systems
operating at 10 Gbit/s for up to 16 [28] and 32 [29] users access and with multi-
casting capability have been reported recently.

2.1.4 SCM labeling

Subcarrier multiplexing (SCM) has been investigated as a possible implementation
option of parallel payload-label multiplexing [30–32], where labeling information
is carried on subcarrier frequency along with the payload data [33]. By intensity
modulating the subcarrier label on the same optical carrier as the payload data,
two subcarrier sidebands next to the base band will appear centered around the
optical carrier, as shown in Fig. 2.5. The wavelength channels need to be spaced
at least by twice the subcarrier’s frequency.

Reading the SCM label can be done in two ways:
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Figure 2.5: Subcarrier labeling in a multi-wavelength channel system.

• Optical direct detection of a whole demultiplexed channel and converting
the signal to the base band in the electrical domain.

• alternatively, a narrow optical band pass filter may be centered at the spec-
tral location of a specific subcarrier band, thus detecting only the desired
subcarrier information [32, 34].

Swapping of a subcarrier label is done in two steps: firstly erasure of the
old label, and subsequently insertion of the new label. The sub carrier can be
suppressed by using a carefully positioned narrowband optical notch filter (e.g. by
a fiber Bragg grating) while the payload is left intact [34, 35].

Advantages of SCM labeling include:

• The label and payload are coupled in the same wavelength channel, easing
the bookkeeping in the routing node.

• The label data can be completely asynchronous to the payload data, avoiding
strict synchronization issues.

• Optical direct detection can be done by using a single photodiode, and hence
different subcarriers belonging to different wavelength channels can be de-
tected without wavelength demultiplexing.

Some disadvantages are related to:

• The fading of the subcarrier that may occur due to fibre dispersion [36],
although more complicated optical single sideband modulation techniques
have been explored to avoid the fading problem [37].

• Nonlinearities may also create intermods of the subcarriers, which may in-
terfere with the data payload.

• For high payload data rates, the subcarrier needs to be positioned at a very
high frequency, which requires complicated electronics, and which enlarges
the minimum allowed wavelength channel spacing.
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A packet-switched system using subcarriers and operating at 2.5 Gbit/s was
also studied within the HORNET project [20, 21]. Further research within the
LABELS project demonstrated a system operating at 10 Gbit/s payload, using
labels placed 18 GHz above baseband [38]

2.1.5 Orthogonal labeling

In order to ease the above-mentioned drawbacks, the orthogonal modulation scheme
has been proposed for all-optical labeling [39, 40].

Orthogonal labeling relies in exploiting the properties of a single wave carrier
to convey two sets of information (the label and the payload). A few orthogonal
labeling techniques are being studied worldwide. Among them, the most promis-
ing ones are optical carrier suppression and separation (OCSS) [41, 42], half-bit-
delayed-dark-return-to-zero (HBDDRZ) with DPSK orthogonal labeling [43] and
pure orthogonal modulation [39, 44].

OCSS is based on a sinusoidal RF clock and its inverse (clock) that modulate
an optical wave carrier using a modulator which is biased at the minimum-intensity
output point. As a result, two symmetrical beat longitudinal modes are generated
and the carrier is suppressed. Each mode will be used to convey the label and
the payload. This system has been demonstrated experimentally operating with
payload at 40 Gbit/s and labels at 10 Gbit/s [41, 42].

In the HBDDRZ labeling scheme, the payload is carried by a dark RZ signal
at bitrate R and period T = 1/R. If ∆t is the full-width half maximum (FWHM)
of the dark RZ pulse, there is a time interval T − ∆t between one bit and the
following bit that has only a small variation in optical power from its maximum
value. The use of this time interval for phase label encoding ensures the integrity
for the label. A phase modulated DPSK label at bit-rate R can be added to the
dark pulse sequence in this time interval. A 10 Gbit/s operating system has been
demonstrated using this technique in [43].

Optical labeling can be also achieved by a modulation format that is orthogonal
to the modulated payload [44]. The intensity and the phase angle (or frequency)
of an optical carrier can be visualized as defining a two dimensional space. When
the payload is carried by intensity variations, one may code the label in the or-
thogonal direction in this space, using frequency shift keying (FSK) or phase shift
keying (PSK), as shown schematically in Fig. 2.6. In principle, this method per-
mits label coding without a significant increase of the optical bandwidth of the
signal.

This labeling scheme relies on well-known transmitters and receivers. Label
erasure is accomplished by using an intensity-driven wavelength converter, where
only the IM payload information is transposed to a new wavelength channel, not
the label information. Label rewriting in the FSK format can be done by FSK
modulation of the tunable laser used as the pump for the wavelength converter,
while in differential-PSK (DPSK) format it would be achieved by means of a phase
modulator following the wavelength converter.
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Figure 2.6: Schematic description of orthogonal modulation.

This technique has a compact spectrum and is scalable to high bit rates, as
well as permitting an upgrade in the payload bit rate without severe changes in
the labeling part of the system [45]. It enables transmitting payload information
at high bit rates, while allowing label information to be easily extracted at a lower
bit rate, allowing for low cost electronics in the network nodes [46]. The feasibility
of combined intensity modulation and angle modulation has been shown in an
experimental WDM network employing a coherent detection scheme [47].

Given that the data payload is coupled to the label in the same wavelength
channel, the bookkeeping in the routing nodes is easily done. Moreover, the label
and data payload are decoupled regarding timing, and thus only synchronization
at packet level is needed, not at bit level.

The disadvantages of an orthogonal modulation FSK/IM scheme are mainly
related to crosstalk. A limited extinction ratio of the payload is needed in order
to minimize crosstalk between payload and label [45]. Chirp introduced during
signal general and during wavelength conversion results in some payload to label
crosstalk. Other causes of crosstalk are phase (or frequency) to intensity conver-
sion, and dispersion and interferometric effects in the fiber links during propaga-
tion [6]. Some of these effects are studied in Chapter 3.

2.2 Comparison of the labeling techniques

The previous sections described different labeling techniques. Table 2.1 summa-
rizes the comparison of these techniques regarding synchronization issues, band-
width penalty and transmission issues. As one can observe, none of the techniques
offers advantages in all these matters at the same time. Table 2.2 provides another
comparison regarding the label processing for each technology. It can be seen that
none of these technologies offers a clear advantage over the others.

However, one can expect that since the labeling has to coexist with deployed
networks, the labeling technique must be compatible with the existing networks
and their physical implementation. OCDM labeling requires a complete new node
specifically designed to handle optically coded signals over the spectrum. Hence,
we foresee its deployment only for green-field networks, where security is a dom-
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inant requirement. SCM labeling suffers from a similar problem: since the label
is located outband, a complete new distribution of the bandwidth allocation has
to be engineered (increasing the channel spectral spacing to avoid inter-channel
crosstalk). Normally the systems are based on the International Telecommunica-
tion Union (ITU-T) specifications, and thus systems that attempt to work outside
these specifications can be considered only in self-contained green-field networks.

On the other hand, time-serial and orthogonal labeling are compatible with the
existing networks, since the modulation format, bitrates, transmission properties,
and other features of the signals are similar to the ones used for commercially
available applications. Thus, they can be considered important candidates for
migration scenarios from OCS towards OBS networking.
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Table 2.1: Comparison of labeling methods for multi-wavelength packet networks

Orthogonal SCM TDM OCDM WDM

labeling labeling labeling labeling labeling

Synch. Not strict; Not strict; Moderate, Very strict; Strict;

payload packet at packet label payload label bit

and label level level level bit level level

Bandwidth Small; Increase in Increase in Very large; Needs one

penalty some optical channel bit multiple of additional

increase in bandwidth rate payload rate WDM

optical channel

bandwidth (per set of

of payload

channels)

Transmission Crosstalk Fading of High line Very Multi-

Issues between subcarriers rate. high line channel

payload and Sophisticated rate delineation

label framing of of payload,

payload and chromatic

label needed dispersion
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Table 2.2: Comparison of labeling methods for multi-wavelength packet networks

Orthogonal SCM TDM OCDM WDM

labeling labeling labeling labeling labeling

Label Demux of O/E label Demux of Demux of Demux of

reading all detection all all labels in

λ-channels for all λ-channels λ-channels common

λ-channels λ-channel

simultaneously

Label λ-demux + λ-demux + λ-demux + λ-demux + O/E conv. +

erasing WC (XGM XGM WC, O/E conv. O/E conv. time demux

or XPM) or optical of label of payload of labels in

notch filter required + label + common

decoding λ-channel

Label by FSK By E/O conv. E/O conv. O/E conv.

rewriting mod. of dual-drive of label and decode time mux

TLS external required, + of payload of new

DPSK ext. modulator, time mux + label labels on

mod. or driving of new required, + common

SOA in label with encoding λ-channel

SOA-MZI payload with new

label code



Chapter 3

FSK/IM combined labeling

This chapter deals with the combined modulation format labeling scheme FSK/IM.
We first introduce the edge and core node architecture: key functionalities are de-
scribed and assessed. Then, some system constraints are identified and analyzed,
i.e. crosstalk from IM to FSK, input dynamic range of the wavelength converter,
intra-node inter-channel crosstalk, filtering effects, transmission issues, node scal-
ability and cascadability of the system. Finally, some engineering rules are given
for a system implementation. Parts of this chapter are based on publications1.

3.1 Combined modulation format concept for op-
tical signal labeling

Combined modulation format schemes have been proposed as a solution to phys-
ically implement all-optical labeling and have been studied within the STOLAS
project [39]. In this paradigm, optical labeling can be implemented by a modula-
tion format, which is orthogonal to the intensity modulated payload. The intensity
and angle (phase or frequency) of an optical wave can be visualized as defining a
two dimensional space. When the payload is modulated by intensity variations,
one may code the label in the orthogonal axis in this space, using frequency shift
keying (FSK), as shown schematically in Fig. 3.1. The optical field of such a
labeled signal can be described as:

X(t) = E0

√
1 + m · P (t) exp

{
i

[
ω0t +

∆ωf

2

∫ t

−∞
L(t)dt

]}
(3.1)

Here, E0 represents the field amplitude, m the IM modulation index, P (t) the
payload data, ω0 the optical carrier frequency, ∆ωf the frequency deviation value

1See references [8, 9, 48–60].
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Figure 3.1: FSK/IM labeling scheme.

and L(t) the label data. Both P (t) and L(t) are assumed to have square elementary
data waveforms, taking binary values of the set {−1, 1}.

The index m is related to the extinction ratio (ER) of the IM signal given by:

ER =
1

1 + m
, (3.2)

where the ER is the relation between the power for the ‘0’ and the ‘1’ levels.

This labeling technique is scalable to high bit rates, and permits an upgrade
in the payload bit rate without severe changes in the labeling part of the system if
the label rate is kept low in relation with the payload rate [39]. It enables trans-
mitting payload information at high bit rates, while allowing label information to
be easily extracted at a lower bit rate, enabling the use of low cost electronics
in the network nodes. Moreover, the label and data payload are decoupled re-
garding timing, and thus only synchronization at packet level is needed, not at bit
level. The disadvantages of this combined scheme are mainly related to FSK-to-IM
crosstalk. A limited ER on the payload is needed in order to minimize crosstalk
between payload and label. Furthermore, some IM-to-FSK crosstalk due to chirp
during generation and wavelength conversion can be expected, as well as a cer-
tain amount of crosstalk of label to payload by phase (or frequency) to intensity
conversion, resulting from dispersion and interferometric effects in the fiber links
during propagation [6].

3.2 Node architecture

In general, the node architecture is mainly determined by the labeling approach
and the available technology to perform the different operations that are required.
The STOLAS network uses an FSK/IM combined scheme [8, 9]. Hence, elements
capable of generating FSK signals are required. Furthermore, considering some
network versatility, wavelength conversion operation for FSK/IM signals is also
desirable. In addition, elements such arrayed-waveguide grating (AWG), erbium-
doped fiber amplifiers (EDFA), tunable filters and other optical elements should
be compatible with the FSK/IM format. Architectures and designs with potential
for photonic integration are also desirable.
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Figure 3.2: Edge node architecture.

3.2.1 Edge node architecture design

As described in previous sections, the high-speed payload data is transmitted
using intensity modulation, while the label data is conveyed on the same optical
carrier by FSK modulation. Fig. 3.2 shows the edge node architecture originally
proposed in the STOLAS project. At the edge node, the aggregation, buffering
and forwarding of the equivalent class of incoming IP packets sharing the same
destination or QoS are performed. The information regarding the routing needs
of the packet is sent to an electronic stage, which will generate the information for
the FSK generator. The FSK signal is obtained by direct modulation of a tunable
laser [50, 60, 61], which can also be tuned to the desired wavelength channel. The
payload information is conveyed by intensity modulation superimposed on the
FSK, obtaining a combined FSK/IM label signal at the exit of the edge node.

3.2.2 Core node architecture design

Figure 3.3 shows the schematic diagram of a label-swapping node incorporating
an MZI structure with two SOAs in its branches (SOA-MZI). A small part of the
incoming optical power is detected, O/E converted and fed to the label processing
circuit, where it is processed. During the electronic processing, a look-up table op-
eration is performed, and a new label is defined accordingly. A new wavelength is
set in the tunable laser, by adjusting the combination of currents applied to the dif-
ferent sections of the single grating assisted coupler sampled reflector (GCSR) laser
diode.
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Figure 3.3: Core node. Tunable wavelength converter and label swapper unit
architecture.

New labels are generated by current modulation of the phase section of the
GCSR laser. The incoming intensity-modulated payload data -after being prop-
erly delayed- are converted to this new wavelength through cross-phase modula-
tion (XPM) in the SOA-MZI wavelength converter. As the XPM mechanism in
the SOAs is driven only by the intensity of the incoming packet, the old FSK label
is erased (see Section 3.5.1). Thus, FSK/IM label erasure and re-insertion can be
realized in a single SOA-MZI device, whereas the payload data are all-optically
transferred to another wavelength, so without any intermediate opto-electronic
conversion . This is an attractive feature since such a label swapper can be real-
ized in a compact photonic integrated circuit (PIC).

3.3 FSK/IM generation

A number of FSK generation schemes have been proposed so far. A low-cost
FSK generation scheme using a distributed feedback laser electro-absorption mod-
ulator (DFB-EAM) laser was initially proposed [62, 63]. In this technique, the
DFB laser is driven with a bias current above threshold and a relatively small
modulation current. The current modulation results in both intensity and fre-
quency modulation of the output light. To remove the intensity variation of the
laser’s output, the inverse electrical data is injected into the integrated EAM with
appropriate time delay and modulation voltage. In this way, a constant ampli-
tude optical FSK signal is generated. Although this technique is cost-effective
since the device is commercially available, in order to achieve proper FSK gener-
ation strict synchronization has to be ensured in order to balance the FSK peaks
and to avoid residual IM interference (equal amplitude of both frequency tones).
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Another alternative is an optical single-sideband (SSB) modulator consisting of
a pair of MZ structures [64, 65]. The wavelength of the output lightwave depends
on the radio frequency (RF)-signal frequency and the DC-bias voltage fed to the
modulator, which can be electronically controlled. By using this approach, FSK
signals up to 10 Gbit/s have been reported. However, this technique requires
the photonic integration of two MZ structures working in parallel, increasing the
complexity and cost of the generator.

Within the STOLAS project, the generation of the FSK modulation format is
obtained by modulating the current applied to the phase section of a GCSR tunable
laser source [50, 60, 61]. The current applied to other sections of the GCSR (cou-
pler, reflector and gain) [66, 67] will be used for tuning to a desired wavelength
amongst 41 channels, supported by the current device, in the range of 1529.55 nm
to 1561.42 nm with a channel spacing of 100 GHz. The magnitude of the frequency
deviation of the generated FSK signal is dependent on the current applied to the
phase section. Optical frequency deviation values up to 40 GHz were measured
by applying a current not exceeding the maximum tolerable value of 10 mA for
the current device. For the experiments reported here, a frequency deviation of
20 GHz was selected, with a central wavelength of 1558.98 nm. The achievable
FSK bit-rate with the current device used in the experiments was measured to
be in the order of 100 Mbit/s. Figure 3.4 shows the optical signal spectrum for
different FSK modulation bit-rates. One can see that for modulation bit-rates
above 100 Mbit/s the present device started to introduce secondary modes and
distortions in the signal spectrum. The same behavior was observed for the other
channels.

For label bitrates below 100 Mbit/s, the two tones of the FSK signal ex-
hibited the same power level and were symmetric around the nominal wave-
length (Fig. 3.4(a)), therefore external compensation was not required as in the
case of FSK generation by using a DFB laser [62, 63]. Moreover, no residual in-
tensity modulation due to FSK modulation was observed.

3.4 FSK/IM detection

At the receiving side, the IM payload can be detected simply by using a photo-
diode (direct detection). However, the FSK label detector needs to employ an
optical FSK discriminator to perform FSK-to-amplitude-shift keying (ASK) con-
version and then direct detection. A MZI filter, a fiber Bragg grating (FBG) or
an optical bandpass filter can be used to perform the frequency discriminating
function. If we assume that the transfer function of the discriminating filter is
linear around the carrier frequency and can be written as [68]:

T (ω) = 1 + k(ω − ω0), (3.3)
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Figure 3.4: FSK optical signal spectrum with a modulation rate of 50 Mbit/s
(a), 78 Mbit/s (b), 120 Mbit/s (c) and 155 Mbit/s (d). The optical
deviation is around 20 GHz in all the cases.

where k determines the slope of the filter edge and ω the optical frequency, and
we take the expression for the labeled packet used in Section 3.1 [Equation (3.1)],
the discriminated output field becomes:

E′(t) = E(t)− ik
d

dt
[X(t) exp(−ω0t)], (3.4)

where X(t) is the optical field of a labeled signal, as described in Equation (3.1).
According to Equations (3.1)-(3.3), the optical intensity of the detected label can
be derived, which is approximately given by:

Y (t) = Y0[1 + mP (t)][1 + nL(t)], (3.5)

where n = 4k∆ωf/(1+k2∆ω2
f ) and determines the ER of the discriminated output.

In the derivation, it is assumed that the payload bandwidth is much smaller than
the frequency deviation induced by the FSK, thus, the payload is not affected by
the frequency discriminator.

As we have seen, for an FSK/IM combined signal, the value of the modulation
depth of the IM signal is crucial. The modulation depth should not be too large
in order for sufficient optical power to be detected for a transmitted IM ‘0’, so
that the FSK signal can be detected. On the other hand, it should be sufficiently
large in order to allow adequate IM payload detection. Therefore, the modulation
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Figure 3.5: Receiver sensitivity relation for an FSK/IM combined signal for dif-
ferent values of IM ER at FSK frequency deviation of 10 GHz.

depth of the IM data should be adjusted in such a way that an optimum value for
receiver sensitivity for both IM and FSK receivers is obtained. In order to find
this optimum point, simulations using an FSK/IM combined signal generator and
receiver for different values of ER for the IM signal were carried out. The result
is shown in Fig. 3.5.

According to the simulations, the optimum point for equal receiver sensitivity
either for the IM and the FSK signal is found around 6.5 dB of ER for the IM
signal. This low ER of the IM signal may compromise the payload integrity; to
overcome this problem, a solution is proposed in Section 3.5.6.

3.4.1 Crosstalk from IM to FSK

The combined labeling relies on the fact that the two planes of modulation are in-
dependent. Assuming a 50% mark-density random data, and from Equations (3.1)-
(3.5), we can assume that [68]:

E〈P (t)〉 = E〈L(t)〉 = 0. (3.6)

The autocorrelation function of Y (t) is then given by:

R(t, t + τ) = E[Y (t)Y (t + τ)]
= Y 2

0 [1 + n2E〈L(t)L(t + τ)〉+ m2E〈P (t)P (t + τ)〉
+m2n2E〈P (t)P (t + τ)〉 × E〈L(t)L(t + τ)〉]. (3.7)
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According to Equation (3.7), the power spectral density (PSD) of the discrim-
inated output is given by:

S(ω) = Y 2
0 [δ(ω) + n2LP (ω) + m2PP (ω) + n2m2LP (ω)⊗ PP (ω)], (3.8)

where LP (ω) and PP (ω) represent the PSD of the label and the payload, respec-
tively. To evaluate the modulation crosstalk we define a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
parameter for the label detection process according to:

SNR =

∫ ωl

0
LP (ω)dω

m2
∫ ω

0
[( 1

n )2PP (ω) + LP (ω)⊗ PP (ω)]dω
, (3.9)

where ωl is the effective bandwidth of the label receiver. Equation (3.9) shows how
the IM modulation (payload) induces two crosstalk components that stem from
spectral overlap with the FSK modulation (label) in the spectrum, hence degrading
the label receiving performance. Equation (3.9) indicates that the overlap area
between the payload and label spectrum is important in determining the SNR
value. Hence, the two planes of modulation of the optical carrier, the frequency
and the amplitude of the signal, are not fully independent, and there is an inherent
crosstalk in terms of SNR degradation due to spectral overlapping. A possible
solution to overcome the overlapping of spectra is line coding the data of the
payload or the label, as proposed in [68, 69].

3.5 Label swapping using an SOA-MZI wavelength
converter

As mentioned is Section 3.2, wavelength conversion capability is a desired feature
in a core node. Furthermore, the technology to perform this operation should
offer the possibility of photonic integration, be power penalty free (in the ideal
case, even with regenerating capability), wavelength independent and be a low
cost device. An SOA-MZI as a wavelength converter meets all these requirements,
and can also handle FSK/IM signals.

3.5.1 Principle of operation of the SOA-MZI as wavelength
converter

Figure 3.6 depicts a SOA-MZI wavelength converter structure. The input signal
can be coupled into the SOA-MZI from the same side as the pump CW (co-
propagating) or from the opposite direction (counter-propagating). Without an
incoming signal, the pump CW is split equally between both branches, amplified
in the SOAs and combined with the second splitter (constructive or destructively).
In the case of the presence of an input signal, the SOA-MZI becomes unbalanced.
The branches undergo different phase shifts due to self-phase modulation (SPM).
The optical intensity signal injected into the SOA changes the refractive index of
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Figure 3.6: SOA-MZI structure. The wavelength converter can operate in co-
propagation or counterpropagation mode depending on the direction
of propagation of the pump and the signal.

the active region of the SOA and this results in a phase shift. This phase shift in
the SOA can be described as [6]:

∆φ = ϕout − ϕin = −1
2
αhgL, (3.10)

where αh is the linewidth enhancement factor and gL is the amplifier gain in linear
units. Due to the higher optical intensity in the branch with the incoming signal,
this branch produces a different phase shift. Dependent on the phase difference
between the two branches, the waves will interfere constructively or destructively
in the second splitter. Hence, the SOAs forming the SOA-MZI structure should
provide either a high linewidth enhancement factor (in order to induce high phase
shifts for little input power variations) or be capable of supplying high gain.

3.5.2 Label insertion

All-optical insertion of the FSK label is an imperative functionality. In this section,
we assess experimentally whether a single SOA-MZI can perform this operation
and also whether GCSR tunable lasers are a reliable source for FSK signals. The
experimental setup for FSK/IM label insertion is shown in Fig. 3.7 [50]. We choose
to operate at the 1558.98 nm wavelength with a frequency deviation of 20 GHz
for the FSK. The current of the gain section was adjusted to 110 mA and the
output power of the GCSR was measured to be 2 dBm. The two tones of the FSK
signal exhibited the same power level and were symmetric around the nominal
wavelength (Fig. 3.7(a)). A CW is introduced into an amplitude modulator where
intensity modulation is imposed at a bitrate of 10 Gbit/s. The bias controller
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Figure 3.7: Experimental setup and eye diagram and optical spectrum of the
generated FSK/IM signal (a), of the recovered FSK signal (b) and
eye diagram of the received IM and FSK signals (c). CW: continuous
wave. PC: polarization controller. GCSR: single grating assisted
coupler sampled reflector laser diode.

of the modulator was adjusted to yield an output signal with a measured ER of
6 dB, which provides the operating point for the same label and payload receiver
sensitivity. A FBG was used as an optical frequency discriminator to achieve
frequency-to-intensity conversion, i.e., FSK demodulation [Fig. 3.7(b)]. The FSK
receiver sensitivity was measured to be -29 dBm while for the IM receiver it was
-30 dBm, for a bit-error rate (BER) < 10−10 (Fig. 3.8).

To assess the feasibility of FSK label insertion, an SOA-MZI was used. The
input signal at 1559.98 nm is IM modulated at 10 Gbit/s. The output signal
from the GCSR laser with the FSK modulation at 100 Mbit/s is used as the
probe signal for the SOA-MZI. This configuration allowed the insertion of the
FSK label onto the incoming IM signal. The input power level at the wave-
length converter is adjusted using an EDFA up to -2 dBm for the IM signal in
order to operate in the non-inverting part of the conversion curve of the SOA-
MZI. The power level of the FSK signal is set to 0 dBm. The signal output
power level was 1.5 dBm and the ER was measured to be 7 dB. The improve-
ment in the output ER is due to the operating point of the wavelength converter.

Figure 3.8 shows the BER as a function of the input power. As it can be ob-
served in this figure, the inserted FSK signal suffers from a power penalty of only
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of the BER versus the receiver sensibility for the FSK
and the IM signal after and before the wavelength converter.

0.5 dB power penalty on the receiver sensitivity for a BER of 10−9. In the case
of the IM signal, the power penalty was less than 1.5 dB on the receiver sensitivity.

From these experimental results we conclude that agile GCSR laser sources can
be used for generation of FSK modulation for labeling. The generated FSK signal
exhibits a symmetric spectrum and no residual intensity modulation, and therefore
external compensation is not required. Modulation rate up to 100 Mbit/s were
experimentally obtained, however, GCSR devices could be designed to support
higher modulation rates. Insertion of FSK signals generated by using GCSR laser
was demonstrated in an SOA-MZI wavelength converter with a receiver sensitivity
penalty below 1 dB.

3.5.3 Label swapping operation in a single channel

Label swapping is a key operation in an OLS node. A simplified single channel
experiment was carried out to assess the feasibility of an SOA-MZI to simultane-
ously erase the old label, insert a new label and convert the signal to a different
wavelength [49]. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3.9. At the edge node,
generation of an optical 156 Mbit/s FSK modulated signal was obtained by directly
modulating the electrical current of an integrated DFB-EAM laser source emit-
ting at 1549.32 nm, as previously reported in [62, 63]. The optical FSK modulated
signal, with a tone spacing of 20 GHz, was then fed into an optical Mach-Zehnder
intensity modulator operated at 10 Gbit/s, resulting in a combined FSK/IM mod-
ulation format scheme. The ER of the IM is adjusted to 6 dB. The combined
FSK/IM optical signal is amplified and launched into a dispersion compensated
fiber link composed of 40 km of standard single mode fiber (SMF) followed by 7 km
of dispersion compensating fiber (DCF). The new FSK label signal was generated
using a GCSR laser, set at 1550.1 nm with a frequency deviation of 10 GHz.

The optical spectrum at the output of the SOA-MZI wavelength converter is
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Figure 3.9: Experimental setup for FSK/IM label generation, and label swap-
ping in a single SOA-MZI wavelength converter. (a): Optical spec-
trum at the output of the SOA-MZI with 4 nm wavelength span (b):
Eye diagrams of the 10 Gbit/s IM payload (top) and the 156 Mbit/s
label (bottom) after label swapping and 2-hop transmission. The
FSK receiver is based on a FBG for single-tone detection scheme.

shown in Fig. 3.9 (a). Due to the co-propagating operation of the SOA-MZI, we can
observe the spectra of the new converted signal as well as the residual old signal.
As the two types of laser sources used in the experiment have different frequency
modulation efficiencies, the two FSK signals have different modulation depths,
and hence different spectral widths of the signals are observed in the figure. An
optical BPF is used to remove the original undesired, wavelength before launching
the signal again into another 40 km long dispersion compensated fiber link (40 km
of SMF and 7 km of DCF). After transmission, both payload and label signals
are detected as shown in Fig. 3.9 (b), exhibiting clear and open eye diagrams.
In the eye diagram of the FSK label, the effect of the intensity modulated signal
can be observed on the “one” level as a superimposed set of intensity levels at
10 Gbit/s (lower eye diagram in Fig. 3.9 (b)). This is because the FSK receiver
is based on a FBG for single-tone detection scheme, which permits IM-to-FSK
crosstalk.

Figure 3.10 shows the measured BER performance as a function of the average
received optical power. For the IM receiver, the received optical power level yield-
ing a BER of 10−9 was measured to be -28 dBm. Therefore, only 0.5 dB power
penalty is measured for the IM payload after 2 hop transmission including label
swapping. As the label is generated by two different FSK sources, one cannot
directly compare the FSK performance before and after label swapping. However,
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Figure 3.10: Measured BER vs. average optical received power back-to-back,
after label swapping and after label swapping followed by trans-
mission through a dispersion compensated span.

the FSK modulated signal suffers a higher power penalty of approximately 2 dB
due to transmission over the second span. This is attributed to imperfect disper-
sion compensation at this wavelength, which is critical with tone spacing as large as
10-GHz, as well as cross-talk from the IM payload due to nonlinear coupling in the
fibers.

Although the FSK performance suffers an average power penalty of 2 dB in each
span, including the wavelength conversion stage, this degradation does not affect
end-to-end signal performance because a new label will be re-inserted at each node.
The IM performance reflects the regeneration effect due to the interferometric
behavior of the SOA-MZI wavelength converter [70]. In summary, label erasure
and insertion can be simultaneously achieved in a single wavelength conversion
stage for a 10 Gbit/s IM payload and a 156 Mbit/s FSK label. Furthermore, the
combined scheme seems resistant to transmission over a dispersion-compensated
SMF link (see Section 3.7).

3.5.4 Label swapping in a multichannel scenario

In Section 3.5.3, it was shown that simultaneous label erasure, insertion and wave-
length conversion in a single SOA-MZI is feasible, simple and effective for a single
channel. However, in a real WDM scenario, several channels will be transmitted
and have to be handled in a core node. In this section, the same principles are
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Figure 3.11: Experimental setup for a 2 channel WDM transmission system with
a label swapping node.

applied to assess whether a multi-channel scenario might impact the performance
of the labeled signal [58]. For this purpose, two FSK/IM channels were first trans-
mitted over a 40 km transmission fiber link. Then one channel was dropped and
label swapped at the swapping node before being re-combined with the original
non swapped channel and both being retransmitted over another 40 km fiber span,
after which the swapped channel was dropped again for detection, and its BER
performance was measured. The system setup is shown in Fig. 3.11.

The three channels are at 1548.5 nm, 1549.3 nm and 1550.1 nm respectively.
FSK/IM signals are generated at the transmitter node at wavelengths correspond-
ing to channel 1 (1548.5 nm) and channel 3 (1550.1 nm) and are transmitted
over a dispersion compensated 44 km standard fiber span before reaching the
label-swapping node. At the swapping node, the FSK/IM signal at channel 3 is
label-swapped, and its wavelength is changed to that of channel 2 (1549.3 nm).
The FSK/IM signals at channel 1 and channel 2 are transmitted again over a
44 km standard SMF span before being detected. Figure 3.12 and Fig. 3.13 show
the measured spectra of FSK/IM signals at the transmitting node and after the
swapping function. In all cases, the signals have a sufficiently large optical SNR
to ensure acceptable BER performance.

As shown in Fig. 3.14, the performance of the FSK label and IM payload of
channel 2 are error-free. As already explained, during the entire transmission
link, channel 1 is kept unaltered while channel 3 is terminated at the swapping
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Figure 3.12: Spectra of Channel 1 and Channel 3 at the transmitting node.

Figure 3.13: Output of label-swapping node.

node. Only channel 2 experiences both the label swapping and WDM transmission
process. For this reason, only channel 2 is given a detailed analysis through BER
measurements. In Fig. 3.14, the performance of the FSK label and IM payload of
channel 2 are compared with the back-to-back case.

It can be observed that WDM transmission and label swapping introduce nearly
a power penalty of 7 dB to the FSK label, and a power penalty of 5 dB to the
IM payload. Those large penalty values are attributed to the relatively poor qual-
ity of the FSK sources used in the present experiment. Better sources (namely,
sources permitting higher optical deviation), expected to be available in a commer-
cial network, would alleviate this limitation. It is therefore important to optimize
the FSK/IM transmitter and the SOA-MZI to further improve the system perfor-
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Figure 3.14: Measured BER curves of channel 2 compared to the back-to-back.

mance.

3.5.5 Input power dynamic range of the wavelength con-
verter

In a realistic network scenario, signals arriving to the core nodes may have different
power levels depending on the losses in their corresponding label-switched paths.
This requires a relatively large input power dynamic range of the wavelength con-
verter. Typical power conversion curves, as depicted in Fig. 3.15, show a limited
dynamic range between bmin,in and bmax,in to achieve a satisfactory ER of the
converted signal. This has been reported in the literature and solutions to extend
the dynamic range have been proposed [71, 72]. Which technique ultimately pro-
vides the best solution depends strongly on the additional costs involved; preferred
solutions show either high potential for integration on the same chip as the wave-
length converter itself (based on SOAs) [73] or only involve the addition of optical
input power monitoring for control of the wavelength converter currents [74].

In order to expand the dynamic range, an automatic gain control (AGC)
module in front of the wavelength conversion stage was implemented [56] within the
STOLAS project. The AGC module is based on a two-stage cascade of SOAs [71].
The schematic diagram of the proposed AGC is shown in Fig. 3.16.

In this approach, the dynamic range is determined by the maximum gain of
the first SOA stage while the second SOA is used as an output power monitor (via
the junction voltage) for gain control of the first stage. The junction voltage of
the second SOA is the input to a PI (Proportional-Integral) control loop. In order
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Figure 3.15: Typical power conversion curve of an MZI based wavelength con-
verter.

Figure 3.16: Two-stage automatic gain control structure.

to detect sufficient change in junction voltage for the control loop to operate, the
second SOA needs to be driven into saturation. As saturation introduces pattern
effects on the data, there is a trade-off between loop stability and the degree
of saturation. An advantage of a two-stage SOA approach over a single SOA
approach [71] is the ability to reach constant saturation behavior over the entire
dynamic range because of the constant average optical power in the second SOA.
To set the AGC in the right operation point, the saturation power of the second
SOA was taken into account. The saturation of an SOA can be approximated by:

G[dB] = G0[dB]− Pout[W ]
Psat,3dB [W ]

· 3dB. (3.11)

In order to reduce the pattern effects on the data, only 1.5 dB gain saturation
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is tolerated on the data marks while maintaining adequate loop stability. From
Equation (3.11) the 1.5 dB saturation power is calculated as:

Psat,1.5dB [dB] = Psat,3dB [dB]− 3dB, (3.12)

where Psat,3dB = 3 dBm results in Psat,1.5dB = 0 dBm. The AGC reference
voltage should be tuned such that the mark power remains below 0 dBm. The
average power can be calculated from Equation (3.12):

Paverage =
ε + 1
2 · ε · Pmark, (3.13)

where ε is the ER at the output of the AGC in linear units. With a maximal ex-
pected output ER of 6 dB, Paverage is set to 2 dBm to meet the Pmark requirement
by adjusting the AGC reference voltage accordingly.

This system was implemented on a printed circuit board (PCB) and tested for
its use in STOLAS. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3.17 [56], including the
eye diagrams at each point in the system. A laser signal is modulated at 10 Gbit/s
and launched into the AGC section with an optical power of 2.0 dBm and ER of
8.09 dB. At the output of the AGC we obtain a 2.02 dBm optical signal with an
ER 3.02 dB. This signal feeds one of the branches of the wavelength converter. In
the other branch we inject a continuous wave coming from a laser with 8 dBm of
power. At the output of the wavelength converter the new signal has 1.05 dBm
of average optical power, and the ER is increased up to 6.92 dB. The measured
Q factor of the original signal before the AGC was 9.95 dB, became 5.21 dB after
this device, and it is regenerated up to 22.76 dB after the wavelength conversion
process. Therefore, the cascade of AGC and WC is able to enhance the Q factor
and the ER of the signal.

Figure 3.18 shows the IM eye diagram at the output of the WC for several
input powers. It can be seen that the input data into the WC stays at a fixed
level and the shape of the eye diagram is not dependent on the input power. The
same experiments with an ER of 6 dB at the input of the AGC were performed.
Table 3.1 summarizes all the results.

The AGC has been designed to increase the dynamic range of the average input
power into the wavelength converter. It ensures a constant average input power
into the wavelength converter. However, the degradation of the ER produced by
the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise in the SOAs of the AGC implies a
corresponding setting of the operation point of the converter. With the insertion
of the AGC, the WC receives an incoming signal with an ER of about 3 dB
only, while an output ER of 6 dB is required. The interferometric behavior of
the MZI not only allows for wavelength conversion, but can also regenerate the
signal. 2R regeneration is an inherent attribute of Interferometric Wavelength
Converters (IWC) due to the sinusoidal conversion function (see Fig. 3.15); when
the slope of the transfer function has a sufficiently steep slope, a low ER at the
input is translated into a high ER at the output. In the presence of noise, an
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Figure 3.17: Setup for characterizing the operation point of the AGC+WC.
TLS: tunable laser source. PC: polarization controller. IM: in-
tensity modulator. AGC: automatic gain control.

Figure 3.18: Eye diagrams after WC for average power into AGC of -10, -15
and -20 dBm, respectively.

adequate transfer function can also compress it, thus obtaining an enhancement
in the quality of the signal. The experimental results demonstrate the possibility of
operation at 10 Gbit/s keeping a constant ER of 6 dB and expanding the dynamic
range up to 10 dB by using a cascaded AGC with WC. The ER degradation of
the IM in a combined FSK scheme is thus adjusted to match the correct operation
point of the wavelength converter.

3.5.6 Coding for the FSK signal

A drawback of the FSK/IM scheme is that the ER of the IM signal is compromised
in order to provide proper operation of the FSK receiver. In this section, the
use of forward error correction (FEC) for the label information encoded in FSK
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Table 3.1: Quality signals parameters with 6 dB and 8 dB input ER

ER Before the AGC After the AGC After the WC

6dB Power (dBm) -20.1 -2.05 1.3

ER(dB) 5.98 2.5 5.7

Q factor 10.88 8.08 11.01

8dB Power (dBm) -20 -2.02 1.05

ER 8.09 3.02 6.92

Q factor 9.95 5.21 22.76

format [57] is introduced. Since the labels in GMPLS are of short, fixed length,
and transmitted at low data rates, low redundancy codes can be implemented.
Furthermore, in addition to error-correction, coding can offer other functionalities
such as data security.

An FSK/IM signal generator was simulated with an FSK frequency deviation
of 20 GHz, and laser linewidth of a 100 MHz. An optical Fabry-Perot filter was
used as a frequency discriminator in the FSK receiver for single-tone detection.
The ER of the IM signal was set to 6.5 dB as discussed in Section 3.4. Although
this value of the ER allows for proper operation of both transmission formats,
it limits the transmission reach of the IM signal and also imposes a constraint
to conserve the ER after label swapping and wavelength conversion at the core
nodes of the network. It should be noted that due to the use of FSK, dispersion
compensation becomes mandatory to reach transmission distances over 100 km
length. It is therefore desirable to relax the requirements on the ER of the IM
signal while still providing appropriate detection for the superimposed FSK en-
coded data. FEC for optical data transport applications are particularly employed
in SONET/SDH transport using WDM. FEC is widely deployed in undersea ca-
ble applications and in satellite communication systems too. Commonly used
codes for FEC are those based on the Reed-Solomon type [75]. A transmitted
signal using a Reed-Solomon code considers k data symbols and calculates r ad-
ditional symbols with redundant information, based on a mathematical formula:
the code. Hence, the transmitter sends the n = k + r symbols to the receiver.

If the transmitted power is kept constant, since k + r symbols have to be
transmitted in the same duration as k symbols, each symbol in the coded system
has k/k+r the duration, and hence k/k+r the energy, of a symbol in the uncoded
syste,m. The receiver considers a block of n = k + r symbols, and knowing the
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Figure 3.19: Effect of FEC on the BER of FSK and IM modulation formats.
IM at 10 Gbit/s and FSK at 155 Mbit/s.

code used by the transmitter, it can correctly decode the k data bits even if up to
r/2 of the k+r symbols are in error. Reed-Solomon codes have the restriction that
if a symbol consists of m bits, the length of the code n = 2m − 1. Thus the code
length n=255 if bytes (8-bits) are used as symbols. The number of redundant bits
r can take any even value. In our case, an RS (en)coding having 25 information
bits and 6 redundancy bits has been explored through simulations. This RS(31,25)
code can correct up to 3 consecutive errors.

The effect of FEC is shown in Fig. 3.19, using an RS(31,25) code on the BER for
FSK encoded data and its consequences for improving the ER for IM modulation.
The simulation consisted of assessing the BER for the combined modulation format
as a function of the ER. These results are denoted as uncoded in Fig. 3.19. We
have fixed the optical received power at -31 dBm for the FSK receiver, and -
21 dBm for the IM receiver. By applying the conventional formula for the BER
after FEC [57, 75], we compute the resulting BER for the FSK if RS(31,25) is
applied. This result is denoted as coded in Fig. 3.19. The values used for the BER
computation were extracted from the simulation for the same system parameters as
for uncoded. The IM data has been kept uncoded. We can see from the simulation
results that in this particular example, by applying FEC to the FSK data the ER
for the IM signal can be improved from 4.8 dB up to 8 dB, yielding a BER in
the order of 10−12. With FEC for the label data, the ER of the IM can be kept
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Figure 3.20: Characterization results of the MZI employed during the experi-
ments.

approximately at the level of conventional IM transmission links, allowing for long
reach distances, and less strict requirements for the conservation of the constant
ER after label swapping of the FSK/IM labeling scheme.

3.5.7 Intra-node inter-channel crosstalk

When a signal passes through a number of optical nodes, one of the main physical
network impairments is the spectral misalignment between the central wavelength
of the modulated signal and the wavelength-selective elements of the nodes, such
as AWG-based optical filters. As the various packet bursts are carried on different
wavelengths, this spectral misalignment will inevitably increase the network’s sus-
ceptibility to optical crosstalk. From an intra-node point of view, it may lead to
crosstalk effects in the intensity-driven wavelength converter. In this section, we
analyze the intra-node crosstalk effects in an FSK/IM labeled scheme (related to
the STOLAS node) for different values of the wavelength spacing of the interfering
signals [51].

The dynamic performance of the SOA-MZI depends on the operation point at
which the device is set. By adjusting this operation point, the relation between the
input and output ER can be changed (see Fig. 3.15). The operation point will not
only set the output ER but also the shape of the pulse. Hence, a characterization
of the device at the operation point for the whole range of input powers is needed
in order to know how the wavelength conversion block will react to small power
fluctuations (crosstalk).

The characterization results of the SOA-MZI employed during the experiments
are shown in Fig. 3.20. As can be observed from the relation between input and
output powers, the device is used in an inverting conversion operating point. The
performance of the MZI in the presence of FSK/IM combined modulation signals
with two different channel spacing was experimentally assessed. The experimental
setup is shown in Fig. 3.21.
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Figure 3.21: Experimental setup. TLS: tunable laser source. IM: intensity mod-
ulator. PC: polarization controller. EDFA: erbium-doped fibre
amplifier. D/C R: data/clock recovery.

An FSK/IM signal source, emitting at 1557.36 nm (λ2), was modulated using
a 10 Gbit/s 231 − 1 pseudo-random binary sequence (PRBS). The hexadecimal
label word was “14”. The ER was set to 6.68 dB. Another two tunable laser
sources (TLS), emitting at 1555.75 nm and 1558.98 nm, respectively, were modu-
lated with a 10 Gbit/s 231 − 1 PRBS data stream and passed through a variable
optical attenuator. The signals were then combined, and sent to the MZI, which
was operating in a co-propagating scheme. The role of the continuous wave in
the MZI is taken over by a second FSK/IM generator, emitting at 1560.61 nm.
Therefore, in this system the interfering signals were spectrally spaced 200 GHz
away from the original signal, and the wavelength conversion was performed over
400 GHz. An optical BPF with a bandwidth of 0.5 nm at the output of the
MZI filtered out the old signal and removed the ASE noise. Then the signal was
launched into the receiver block, consisting of an EDFA with a constant pump
current of 1 A, an optical BPF (0.5 nm) and a data/clock recovery. The experi-
ments were repeated also changing the TLS output wavelength to 1556.16 nm and
1558.59 nm, simulating a system where the interfering signals were 150 GHz away
from the original signal. The inset of Fig. 3.21 shows the optical spectra for both
cases. The obtained eye diagrams for the back-to-back case (without interfering
signals) and with different levels of interfering signal power (-6, -9 and -12 dBm)
for the two different channel spacings are shown in Fig. 3.22.

Figure 3.23 shows the BER curves of the system. For the back-to-back case,
a receiver sensitivity of 27.5 dBm was obtained at 10−9. The power penalty in
the pure wavelength conversion case was 0.5 dB. The performance of the system
in the presence of interfering signals is maintained below the 2 dB power penalty
for interfering signal powers below -9 dBm. When the interfering signals have
more than -9 dBm (in this case, -12 dBm), the power penalty becomes higher
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Figure 3.22: Eye diagram of the back to back signal, the converted signal and
the converted signal with different levels of interfering signals.

and the converted signal unrecoverable. However, this value is quite unlikely, and
therefore, one can conclude that inter-channel crosstalk in an FSK/IM labeled
system based on AWG will have little impact on the overall performance of the
node.

3.6 Signal routing effects

When an optical network consisting of a number of optical nodes is considered, one
of the main network impairments is the spectral misalignment between the central
wavelength of the modulated signal and the wavelength selective element of the
nodes, such as AWG-based optical filters [76, 77]. This detrimental effect becomes
stronger in the case of the combined FSK/IM scheme, where the broadening of the
spectrum due to FSK modulation will not only disturb the signal-filter alignment
but can also shift a portion of the signal spectrum outside the filter bandwidth,
possibly leading to a serious signal deformation. In a generic node structure, the
signals pass through an optical filter, for instance, an optical (de)multiplexer or a
tunable optical BPF. This filter is in general needed in optically amplified WDM
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Figure 3.23: BER curves for different crosstalk levels.

systems for selecting a desired wavelength channel and removing the out-of-band
ASE noise. To cope with signal-filter misalignment in an optical network, it is nec-
essary to provide an additional margin in the power budget allocation. The FSK
label with sufficient optical power is locally generated at each node. Consequently,
the critical constraint comes from the IM payload signal which is generated from a
distant node and is kept in the optical domain within the nodes. We present in this
Section theoretical and experimental studies on the performance of the combined
FSK/IM scheme impaired by the filter shape.

3.6.1 Principle of operation of the AWG

AWGs are a key block in an all-optical network, since they can behave simulta-
neously as passive routers and WDM optical filters. An AWG (known also as
PHASAR - phased array) consists of a waveguide array (in which the lengths of
the waveguides in the array differ by a constant value), of input and output waveg-
uides, and of input and output slab waveguides. The input WDM light from the
input waveguides is diffracted in the input slab waveguide and enters the wave-
guide array with a single phase. The light converges at the end of the output slab
waveguide after having passed through the waveguide array. The optical phases at
the end of the array are shifted with respect to each other because of the different
lengths of the individual waveguides in the array. The phase-shift leads to a tilting
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Figure 3.24: AWG structure. Picture courtesy of dr. Jos van der Tol, TU/e.

Figure 3.25: Schematic of AWG operation.

of the wavefront in the output slab waveguide, resulting in demultiplexing of the
WDM light into the corresponding output waveguides (See Fig. 3.24).

Each input-output transfer function of the AWG is periodic in its wavelength
dependent behaviour. The period is the free spectral range (FSR). E.g., when
coming from the same input port, λ5 may emerge at the same output port as
λ1, if λ5 = λ5 + FSR. Hence, to avoid a multiple output the bandwidth of the
input set of wavelength channels should be less than the FSR. A more detailed
description of the working of the AWG can be found in [78]. In Fig. 3.25 the
operation of the AWG is drawn schematically.

3.6.2 Optical filtering effects on the FSK/IM combined scheme

In this section, we study the effect of detuning the central wavelength of the channel
on the combined FSK/IM scheme [53]. To investigate the effects of optical filtering,
a simplified FSK/IM generator is simulated. A CW laser source (192.50 THz) is
FSK modulated with a frequency deviation of 20 GHz at 156 Mbit/s. This signal is
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Figure 3.26: Simulated BER curves for different filter shift.

subsequently modulated with an IM modulator with an ER of 6.5 dB. The payload
bit pattern is a 231 − 1 PRBS nonreturn-to-zero (NRZ) signal at 10 Gbit/s. The
receiver is modeled as a photodiode, followed by a third order Bessel low pass filter.
In order to simulate a filter with different wavelength shift, a tunable Gaussian
shaped optical BPF with a FWHM of 0.6 nm was used. During the simulations
the optical filter center frequency is varied from 192.48 to 192.50 THz. For the
label, 1024 bits were simulated, whereas for the payload 65536 bits were examined.
Only the performance of the IM payload signal was measured at the output of the
system. The results of the BER, as a function of the received optical power of
the IM payload signal are shown in Fig. 3.26. It shows BER curves for filter shift
from 0 to 20 GHz in steps of 2.5 GHz. In order to maintain a BER below 10−9, a
maximum shift of the optical filter center frequency of 7.5 GHz is tolerable with
respect to the center emission frequency. For this case, the power penalty is around
5.5 dB. This power penalty is related to FSK-to-IM conversion by the filter slope.

In order to verify the prediction of the computer simulations, experiments on a
similar scheme were performed. In the experimental setup, the receiver was com-
posed of an EDFA providing a fixed gain of 25 dB followed by a Gaussian shaped
optical BPF with a FWHM of 1.3 nm to suppress the ASE noise produced by
the amplifier. Figure 3.27 shows the BER of the received IM signal with respect
to the received power. A power penalty of 1.1 dB (5 GHz), 1.8 dB (10 GHz),
2.8 dB (15 GHz) and 4.1 dB for the 20 GHz was observed. For comparison pur-
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Figure 3.27: Performance of filtered FSK/IM signal as a function of frequency
detuning, in a single channel scenario for the IM payload.

poses, the penalty in the case of 20 GHz misalignment for a pure IM payload signal
is just 0.4 dB.

Both the computer simulations and the experiments show that with a Gaus-
sian shaped optical BPF or AWG router, the permitted frequency misalignment
between the laser and the filter central frequency is limited to 15 GHz for a 3 dB
power penalty of the payload data for an optical deviation of the FSK of 20 GHz.
Further reduction of the FSK optical deviation would decrease this power penalty.

3.7 Transmission performance

OLS is intended for metro networks, which means a physical length between nodes
between 50 and 100 km. For these distances, at 10 Gbit/s payload rates or
faster, dispersion compensation schemes are necessary [6]. In the case of com-
bined scheme FSK/IM transmission, this compensation becomes critical, since the
signal spectrum is broader than that of a pure IM modulated signal. In order to
assess whether an FSK/IM approach is robust against dispersion, a three-channel
FSK/IM signal transmission system is implemented, as shown in Fig. 3.28 [58].
Two GCSR lasers and one DFB-EAM laser are used to generate multi-wavelength
FSK/IM signals. With 100 GHz (0.8 nm) spacing, the wavelength channels are at
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Figure 3.28: Experimental setup of the three-channel FSK/IM signal transmis-
sion system and spectra of multiplexed channels.

1548.5 nm (GCSR), 1549.3 nm (DFB-EAM) and 1550.1 nm (GCSR), respectively.
Due to the non-uniform frequency modulation response of the GCSR lasers, 8B10B
encoding is applied to the label data (PRBS 29 − 1) before it modulates the two
GCSR lasers, while the DFB-EAM laser is frequency-modulated by PRBS data
with a length of 210 − 1. The outputs of the three lasers are multiplexed using
two optical couplers, and then intensity modulated by a chirp-free Mach-Zehnder
modulator with a 6 dB ER. The generated multi-wavelength FSK/IM signals are
amplified to a total average power of 10 dBm and then injected into 80 km of
compensated SMF. At the receiver end, a tunable optical filter is used to demul-
tiplex the wavelength channels. The demultiplexed channel is finally detected for
BER measurements. The channel suppression ratio of the demultiplexed signal is
around -30 dB. All the three channels show error-free performance. As indicated
in Fig. 3.29, there is no obvious degradation introduced by transmission effects.
Among the three wavelength channels, channel 2 (generated with the DFB-EAM
laser) has the best FSK modulation performance due to its high FM efficiency.
The other two channels have better IM performance as they generate much less
residual intensity ripples when they are frequency modulated.
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Figure 3.29: Measured BER curves for the three wavelength channels back-to-
back and after transmission.

3.7.1 PMD effects on the combined scheme

Although the power penalties due to the label swapping process inside the inter-
mediate nodes have been studied thoroughly [50, 79], and the chromatic dispersion
is well-managed even in a broad spectrum signal due to the FSK modulation [69],
the first-order polarization mode dispersion (PMD) becomes a limiting cause of
signal quality impairment in metro and long-haul optical transmission, especially
at high bit rates of 10 Gbps and above. In this section, an experimental evaluation
of the impact on the FSK and IM signal performance due to first-order PMD is
presented [59]. The PMD effect results from the difference between the propa-
gation delays corresponding to the two principal states of polarization (PSP) of
a fiber, due to its birefringence along the link. The difference between these two
delays is called differential group delay (DGD) and quantifies the pulse broadening
during propagation. Equation (3.14) shows the spectral density of the power of
an NRZ IM signal with first-order PMD [80]:
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where P0 is the mean optical power, R the responsivity of the photodetector, γ the
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Figure 3.30: Experimental setup. The traces show the spectrum before and
after the demodulation by using direct detection of one tone of the
FSK signal.

portion of field intensity for each component, ω the frequency, Tb the bit time and
τ0 the delay in the slow axis, namely the DGD. The optical spectrum of the signal
is composed of two sinc functions with a separation equal to the swing of the FSK.
Since this deviation is higher than the label bit rate, this optical spectrum can be
considered as the sum of the two spectra corresponding to the IM states, λ0 and
λ1. Therefore, the optical bandwidth becomes higher, and as it can be seen from
Equation 3.14, so does the PMD. In order to assess experimentally the effects of
the PMD over the FSK/IM combined scheme, the setup depicted in Fig. 3.30 was
used.

An FSK signal was generated and fed into an optical Mach-Zehnder intensity
modulator operated at 10 Gbit/s, resulting in a combined FSK/IM modulation
format scheme. The ER of the IM was adjusted to 6 dB. The FSK/IM signal
was injected into a polarization controller. Then, the signal was launched into a
PMD emulator that enables the introduction of up to 100 ps delay in the slow
polarization axis. In Fig. 3.31, the BER is presented, as a function of the input
power for different amounts of introduced PMD, ranging from 0 ps up to 50 ps.

Figure 3.31 shows that the IM signal yielding a BER of 10−9 was measured a
receiver sensitivity of - 23 dBm for 0 ps of introduced DGD. This value increases to
-21 dBm for 30 ps of DGD. Nevertheless, for PMD values of 40 and 50 ps, the signal
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Figure 3.31: BER vs. optical average received power of the IM and the FSK
signal.

performance is permanently damaged by the pulse spreading being unable to yield
error free operation. These results are in agreement with previous investigations
of the effect of PMD on an IM signal [81]. Conversely, Fig. 3.31 also shows that
the FSK signal is penalized by 1dB for each 10 ps increase of PMD. This effect
is due to the ISI that smoothes the IM pulses, decreasing the peak amplitude
of the converted signal, and producing a lower SNR in the FSK receiver. In
this case, the signal reaches error free performance for all the amounts of PMD
introduced (ranging from 0 ps to 50 ps).
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Figure 3.32: Simulated BER graphs at the input and output of the node.

3.8 System cascadability

In this section, the performance of a STOLAS project based node switching an
FSK/IM modulated signal was studied [55]. The performance of a single node, its
cascadability and the impact of the extinction ratio of the IM signal on the overall
performance are analyzed. In addition, the main limitations on the efficiency of the
switching are described. The scalability of a network using this system model is
studied from the viewpoint of the number of cascadable nodes without considering
any transmission link. The chosen architecture is a non-blocking architecture node.
The assessment is done from the viewpoint of the payload data quality, because the
label is analyzed to configure the node and then swapped without being switched.
In order to estimate the scalability of a network using the proposed node model,
the effect of inter-channel crosstalk (Section 3.5.7) is discarded.

The node model has been simulated for 10 Gbit/s IM payload and an FSK label
at 155 Mbit/s. The channel spacing is 100 GHz, from 193.1 to 192.4 THz. The
ER of the IM signal has been kept around 6.5 dB. The wavelength converters are
SOA-MZIs, working in co-propagation and non-inverting operation. Figure 3.32
shows the BER simulations for a signal passing through a single node.

From this figure one can observe that when passing through one node, the
payload signals suffer less than 1 dB of power penalty for a BER at 10−9. To
evaluate the cascadability of the network, we need to re-use the output signal
of the first node and re-use it in a second node. By successfully repeating this
operation, we are taking into account possible blurriness and pattern effects over
the payload signal. Figure 3.33 shows the evolution of the BER performance and
the power penalty evolution over the IM payload signal.

As can be observed from Fig. 3.33, the power penalty introduced by the node is
not constant, and scales exponentially. This is due to insufficient switching speed
of the SOA-MZI wavelength converters. This is the main restriction to the node
performance and its further accumulation in a node cascade limits the maximum
number of nodes in the cascade. In our simulation results, keeping a BER value
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Figure 3.33: Simulated BER and power penalty evolution along the node cas-
cade.

of 10−9, the maximum number of cascaded nodes is four. However, by repeating
the simulation at lower payload bitrates, we found that after the crossing of six
nodes the power penalty is negligible at 2.5 Gbit/s and only 0.8 dB at 5 Gbit/s.
Hence, once limitations of the switching speed of the SOA-MZI are overcome, one
can expect a high degree of cascadability. While keeping the IM payload signal at
10 Gbit/s, the value of the ER can also be varied. Figure 3.34 shows the evolution
of the BER performance and the power penalty over the IM payload signal through
different nodes.

By increasing the ER of the IM signal, its receiver sensitivity is higher (in
detriment of the FSK receiver sensitivity, as foreseen in Section 3.4). However,
although the use of a higher end to end payload ER in the entire network reduces
the power needed by a receiver to perform the detection, it does not reduce the
power penalty in the node cascade and hence the cascadability remains the same.

A validation experiment was conducted in order to assess the scalability of
the label-swapping concept predicted by the simulations [54]. Experiments have
been done cascading two label-swapping TWCs, using ERs of 7 dB and of 12 dB.
Four wavelength channels were used with a spacing of 200 GHz (1555.75 nm,
1557.36 nm, 1558.98 nm, and 1560.61 nm). The payload BER measurement results
are shown in Fig. 3.35. Passing through a single TWC, a 2.7 dB power penalty
at BER 10−9 is incurred for an ER=7 dB, and of 1.9 dB for ER=12 dB. Passing
two TWCs, the penalties are 5.3 dB and 4.4 dB, respectively. These cumulative
penalties are largely due to insufficient speed of the SOAs inside the TWC, which
cause patterning effects. With a payload rate of 10 Gbit/s, and a dynamic range of
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Figure 3.34: Simulated BER and power penalty evolution along the node cas-
cade for two different value of IM ER.

20 dB for the payload receiver, the insufficient TWC speed limits the cascadability
to 4 nodes. At a lower payload speed of 2.5 Gbit/s, the penalties are found to be
remarkably lower (<2 dB after passing 6 nodes); hence many more nodes could be
cascaded.

3.9 Engineering rules

In this section we present a set of simple engineering rules for the design of a label
controlled routing node supporting the FSK/IM labeling scheme and a summary
of this chapter. The engineering rules are related to the main operations required
in a label switched network, namely the labeling process, label detection, label
swapping (including label erasure), wavelength conversion and re-writing a new
label, filtering issues and node cascadability. These rules are given for a system
with 10 Gb/s payloads, with FSK labels at a low bitrate (namely, 155 Mb/s or
lower), in a WDM system with channels in agreement with an ITU spacing of 100
and/or 200 GHz.

Regarding the FSK/IM generation, the main points are:

• The minimum payload length is determined by the length of the label signal.

• The time synchronization of the label and payload is limited to ensure that
the label signal is superimposed on top of the payload signal: neither before
the start of the payload nor after, such that it exceeds the end of the payload
section. The control block of the label swapper should therefore be designed
to detect both the FSK label and the start of the IM payload signal.
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Figure 3.35: Measured payload BER performance when cascading TWCs, for
ER=7 dB and ER=12 dB

• An important parameter in the combined FSK/IM signal is the choice of
the ER for the IM signal. A value of the ER, providing the same receiver
sensitivity for both signals, has been found to be in the range of 6 to 7 dB
for a reference system operating at 155 Mb/s FSK and 10 Gb/s IM. The ER
requirement could be relaxed if signal coding such as 8B10B or 64B68B is
used, or if a lower bit-rate for the label data is employed. FEC (en)coding
for the label could also relax the IM ER. However, FEC (en)coding should
be applied in a higher layer of the system stack, not in the physical layer.

• An FSK label frequency deviation of 20 GHz has been chosen for the exper-
imental validation. In this way, simple FSK detection based on single-tone
detection is realized, at the same time allowing for tolerable wavelength drift
of the tunable laser sources. A smaller frequency deviation could be used,
however stricter optical filtering and wavelength stability and lower phase
noise of the laser sources would be required. If stability and precise optical
filtering can be provided, lower frequency deviation allows higher FSK bit
rates [82].

Label detection can be simply realized by a direct detection scheme using an
optical BPF centered on one of the frequency tones of the FSK signal. A scheme
using direct detection and a balanced receiver, where both FSK tones are filtered is
another alternative resulting in improved receiver sensitivity. The following design
choice is of relevance for the FSK/IM signal detection:

• For an FSK label signal, the linewidth requirement of the tunable laser source
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is not a limitation for its agility as long as the linewidth is much smaller than
the FSK tone deviation. For example, a laser linewidth of 100 MHz does
not show, according to simulations, any performance limitation on the FSK
detection system at 155 Mb/s with an optical tone deviation of 20 GHz.

Signals in an optical label switched network will encounter several stages of
optical filtering. Therefore special attention should be paid to the design regard-
ing optical filtering, wavelength channel spacing and FSK frequency deviation
parameters, so that no residual FSK-to-IM modulation is introduced by filter
shape or wavelength misalignment between the filter central wavelength and laser
source emission wavelength. The considerations below regarding optical filtering
of FSK/IM signal relates to a 10 Gb/s IM payload data rate. It should be noted
that residual FSK-to-IM conversion is accumulated in a cascade of nodes and is
not removed by the wavelength conversion stage during FSK/IM label swapping.

• Computer simulations and experiments show that systems using a Gaussian
shaped optical BPF or AWG router (second order Gaussian shaped with a
3 dB bandwidth of 75 GHz), allow for a frequency misalignment between
laser source and filter, limited to 15 GHz for a power penalty of the payload
data of less than 3 dB. This power penalty can be decreased by reducing
the FSK tone spacing. Flat-top shaped optical filters are preferred over
Fabry-Perot or Gaussian shaped filters. When using a more flat-top shaped
filter, the influence of filter misalignment is negligible for the same frequency
misalignment of 15 GHz.

This indicates that with an FSK/IM modulation format, filters should have
a flat passband in order to reduce FSK-to-IM conversion. Considering a FSK
frequency deviation of 15 GHz, it can be concluded that a 50 GHz ITU WDM
system is feasible, provided the wavelength alignment discussed above is met.
Apart from the FSK-to-IM crosstalk, filter or signal misalignment can also lead to
inter-channel crosstalk.

• Experimental results demonstrate that for WDM systems with 150 and
200 GHz channel spacing, the FSK/IM can stand interefering signals up
to -10 dBm with a power penalty less than 3 dB with respect to no presence
of inter-channel crosstalk.

Regarding the label swapping, wavelength converters based on an SOA-MZI
configuration are attractive solutions for building FSK/IM label swapper modules
due to their potential for integration on a single photonic chip. Moreover, label
erasure and insertion can be performed in a single wavelength conversion stage,
without compromising the payload data integrity. However, the SOA-MZI should
not introduce any patterning effects. Experimental results have shown that no
signal degradation is observable due to chirp induced in the wavelength conversion
stage.
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• The ER of the IM payload signal determines the sensitivity of the payload
and the power penalty during the label insertion and wavelength conversion
process in the SOA-MZI.

3.10 Summary

In summary, this chapter shows that the throughput and efficiency of optical
routing nodes can be enhanced by employing orthogonal optical labeling of the
payload information. The labeling is achieved by adding low bitrate labels while
keeping the high bitrate payload information in the optical domain. By exploiting
these low bitrate labels, opto-electronic modules can perform all the label process-
ing work in the node. Combined angle and intensity modulation is a promising
scheme for implementing the labeling of optical signals. For example, the FSK/IM
labeling scheme presented in this chapter offers advantageous features such as re-
laxed timing delineation between payload and label, and ease of label erasure and
re-writing of new labels. By using agile tunable laser sources with FSK modula-
tion capability, wavelength converters, and passive wavelength routing elements,
a scalable modular label-controlled router featuring high reliability can be built.
Several aspects of the physical parameters of an FSK/IM combined modulation
format labeling scheme within a routing node have been studied and presented in
this chapter. Optical filtering requires special care, since the combined FSK/IM
scheme has a broader spectrum than that of pure intensity modulated signals.
However, an acceptable deviation of 15 GHz from the central frequency can be
tolerated for a 3 dB power penalty (in case of a 10 Gbit/s payload and 155 Mbit/s
FSK 20 GHz tone spaced label). The requirements on the limited ER for the
IM signal can be relaxed at low bitrates of the label signal or, alternatively, by
introducing data encoding. As shown from the experimental validation results,
the cascadability of the FSK/IM label controlled nodes is mainly limited by the
insufficient speed and patterning effects of the wavelength converters, which can be
overcome by the ongoing progress and development of high speed SOA-MZI wave-
length converters up to 40 Gbit/s and above. Optical labeling by using FSK/IM
represents a simple and attractive way to implement hybrid optical circuit and
burst switching in optical networks.



Chapter 4

DPSK/SCM combined
labeling

This chapter deals with the combined modulation format labeling scheme DPSK/SCM.
We first introduce the edge and core node architecture. Then, some key function-
alities are studied and demonstrated, i.e. generation of the combined scheme, label
erasure and wavelength conversion. Alternative subcarriers multiplexed formats
are also shown. Finally, a set of engineering rules is given for a system imple-
mentation. Parts of this chapter are based on publications1.

4.1 DPSK/SCM concept for labeling

Traditionally, SCM systems for labeling are based on subcarriers located outband
the bandwidth of the data payload [30–33]. The payload data information is
conveyed by the principal carrier while the label data information is attached to
outband subcarriers.

This allows simple label and payload separation schemes, using mainly optical
filtering based on narrow band filters or FBG [88]. However, when increasing the
data payload bit rate, this technique will result in reduced spectral efficiency and
increased cost of the label transmitter and receiver due to the high subcarrier
frequency required.

In this section, we propose to use a low bitrate subcarrier label located in-
band with respect to the data payload spectrum. The chosen modulation to con-
vey the payload information is DPSK, which has been reported to offer superior
transmission properties [89–92] such as improved robustness to fiber nonlinearities
compared to the IM format, as well as enhanced received sensitivity when bal-
anced detection is used. The inband SCM labeling of DPSK takes advantage of

1See references [83–87].
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the demodulated DPSK format, which has discontinuities in its spectrum due to
the one-bit-delay demodulation scheme. By filling this discontinuities with a sub-
carrier, we obtain a superior spectral efficiency compared to the outband labeling
since label and payload information are both conveyed within the bandwidth of
the payload data. Additionally, there are other benefits such the possibility of
attaching extra labels or frequency tones to the payload signal (for signaling pur-
poses) and the potential to allow simultaneous access to the label information of
all channels transported in a fiber from one optical tap if each channel is attributed
a different subcarrier frequency.

4.2 Node architecture

The node architecture of a DPSK/SCM labeled system is fairly similar to the one
proposed in Chapter 3 (FSK/IM labeling). Since in both cases the label is at
low bitrate and the processing conducted electronically, these approaches in fact
share the node architecture, and differences are only detectable at physical level,
in technology used to implement each operation.

4.2.1 Edge node architecture

As described in previous sections, the high-speed payload data is transmitted us-
ing phase modulation, while the label data is conveyed on the same optical carrier
by an intensity modulated subcarrier. Fig. 4.1 shows the edge node architecture.
At the edge node, the aggregation, buffering and eventually the application of
FEC (en)coding of incoming IP packets sharing the same destination or QoS is
performed. The information regarding the routing needs of the packet is sent to
an electronic stage, which will generate the information for the subcarrier label
generator. The subcarrier signal is obtained by electrical mixing of the label in
baseband with the electrical subcarrier tone an is imposed on the optical carrier
using an EAM modulator. The payload information is conveyed by phase modulat-
ing the carrier from a tunable laser, which can be tuned to the desired wavelength
channel. At the exit of the edge node, a combined DPSK/SCM labeled signal is
obtained.

4.2.2 Core node architecture

Figure 4.2 shows the schematic diagram of a label-swapping node. A small part
of the incoming optical power is detected, O/E converted and fed to the label
processing circuit, where it is processed. During the electronic processing, a look-
up table operation is performed, and a new label is defined accordingly. A new
wavelength is set by adjusting the combination of currents applied to the different
sections of the GCSR laser diode, which will emit at the desired wavelength.
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Figure 4.1: Edge node. Tunable wavelength converter and label swapper unit
architecture.

Figure 4.2: Core node. Tunable wavelength converter and label attaching unit
architecture.

The old label is removed using a single SOA in deep saturation [84] (See Sec-
tion 4.4.2). The pure DPSK signal is then wavelength converted using a parametric
wavelength converter based on FWM feed by the GCSR laser diode, and the new
label overimposed using an EAM modulator. Alternatively the label can be erased
and inserted in cascade, and the resulting packet wavelength converted afterwards,
since a parametric wavelength converter is transparent to the modulation format.
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4.3 Label encoding based on DPSK/SCM format

The optical field of an inband SCM labeled DPSK payload signal can be described
as:

E(t) =
√

P0[1 + m · label(t) sin(ωSt)] expiφk(t), (4.1)

where m is the intensity modulation index, label(t) is the label data, ωS = 2πfS

is the subcarrier frequency, iφk(t) is the DPSK phase information and P0 is the
optical peak power. DPSK are signals commonly demodulated by using a one-
bit delay MZI. The electric field at each output port of the MZI demodulator
can be written as EDES(t) = 1

2 [Ein(t − τ) − Ein(t)] for the destructive port and
as ECONS(t) = 1

2 [Ein(t − τ) + Ein(t)] for the constructive port, respectively;
where τ is the one-bit delay. Considering a balanced photodetector receiver, the
resulting photocurrent (after subtraction of the constructive and destructive MZI
port contributions) can be approximated as:

I(t) ∝ P0

2
cos(φk−1 − φk)[2 + m · label(t)[sin(ωS(t− τ)) + sin(ωSt)]], (4.2)

where a small amplitude modulation index m has been used. It can be seen from
Equation (4.2) that for a value of ωS · τ = π =⇒ fS = 1

2τ = BitRateDPSK/2, the
crosstalk from the label signal on the resultant photocurrent is minimized.

To confirm the above finding, we simulated a 10 Gbit/s DPSK with a su-
perimposed subcarrier and assessed the impact of each variable on the overall
performance.Namely, the modulation index dependence, the subcarrier position
dependence, the subcarrier data rate and the linewidth dependence. The results
are shown in the next subsections.

4.3.1 Modulation index dependence

The amplitude modulation index m defines the amplitude ratio between a trans-
mitted one and a zero. The modulation index of the subcarrier signal has hence
an impact over the DPSK performance, since a higher m is translated into higher
power fluctuations that will affect the DPSK detection. Since Equation (4.2) shows
that the crosstalk is minimized for a subcarrier position at half the bitrate of the
10 Gbit/s DPSK payload, we assume a subcarrier frequency of 5 GHz. Figure 4.3
shows the modulation index dependence for a combined DPSK/SCM signal.

As can be seen, the performance of the payload and the label are complemen-
tary, as happens for all the orthogonal combined schemes. The trade-off point is
located at 0.4 of modulation index (at this point, the two curves crosses, being the
power penalty of the payload and the label the same). However, hereafter we de-
cided to use a modulation index equal to 0.3. This value assures that the penalty
for the payload is below 1 dB (ensuring its integrity). Although the penalty for
the label is a bit higher than for the payload (approximately 4 dB), by decreasing
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Figure 4.3: Power penalty of the DPSK (10 Gbit/s) payload and the SCM
(156 Mbit/s) label depending of the modulation index of the label,
for a BER of 10−9.

the modulation index the detection of the label becomes less dependent on the
subcarrier frequency [93].

4.3.2 Inband subcarrier frequency dependence

Since the subcarrier frequency of SCM is within the baseband payload signal, its
position may lead to different levels of subcarrier-to-DPSK crosstalk. Hence, the
most suitable point for the subcarrier position in terms of induced power penalty
must be found. According to Equation (4.2) this position is half the bitrate of
the DPSK payload. However, taking into account that it is desirable to operate
at low subcarrier frequencies since the cost of the electronics scales more than
linearly with its frequency, it is important to assess all the possible scenarios of
the subcarrier location. Assuming a modulation index of 0.3, as described in the
previous section, Fig. 4.4 shows the power penalty for a combined DPSK/SCM
signal.

The simulations show that for subcarrier frequencies of 1 and 2 GHz the DPSK
payload is highly degraded, and becomes error-free unrecoverable (for this reason
these scenarios are not depicted in the plot). For higher subcarrier positions
the power penalty has a minimum around 5 GHz, confirming the mathematical
explanation given in Section (4.3). It also can be observed that for a subcarrier at
10 GHz the power penalty drops, because this is precisely the localization of the
second notch in the DPSK spectrum. In terms of label performance, its position
in the spectrum is independent of its performance.
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Figure 4.4: Power penalty over the DPSK (10 Gbit/s) payload for different label
(156 Mbit/s) subcarrier frequency positions. The amplitude modu-
lation index is 0.3.

4.3.3 Subcarrier data rate

Considering electronic processing at each node, the bitrate of the label becomes an
important feature since it defines the needed electronic processing capability (and
hence, its cost). Furthermore, in terms of networking, higher bitrate means higher
finesse in terms of granularity. However, an increase of the label bitrate implies
a broadening of its bandwidth and hence presumably a higher crosstalk with the
payload. A system operating with a 10 Gbit/s DPSK payload with a label sub-
carrier frequency of 5 GHz and a modulation index of 0.3 was simulated for three
different bitrates. The results are shown in Fig. 4.5.

As it can be observed, the power penalty over the label performance increases
in a factor two when doubling the label bitrate.

4.3.4 Linewidth dependence of the DPSK/SCM scheme

The linewidth is often described as the FWHM of the laser spectrum [94]. The
finite linewidth of the laser is due to phase noise. This noise is caused by random
spontaneous emission events, and is translated into spontaneous frequency shifts of
the laser central wavelength. This phase noise disturbs the demodulation scheme of
the DPSK signal, since it introduces phase differences in the phase codified signal.
This additive phase noise can worsens the sensitivity of the DPSK receiver. In
order to determine the relation between the linewidth of the laser and its relation
with the performance of a DPSK/SCM signal, we simulated a system operating at
10 Gbit/s, with a subcarrier at 5 GHz, 156 Mbit/s ASK bitrate and a modulation
index equal to 0.3. The result is shown in Fig. 4.6.

In terms of the label, since it is intensity modulated, variations in the phase or
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Figure 4.5: Power penalty over the SCM label for different label subcarrier bi-
trate for a payload rate of 10 Gbit/s and an amplitude modulation
index of 0.3.

Figure 4.6: Power penalty of the DPSK payload (10 Gbit/s) on a DPSK/SCM
signal depending on the laser source linewidth.

frequency of the light carrier do not affect its performance. However, the DPSK
experiences a degradation of 1 dB over its performance at 10−9 of BER for 200 MHz
of laser linewidth. Commercially available low cost lasers have typically a linewidth
around 10 MHz, which makes this scheme suitable for low cost implementation
since it is relatively robust against laser linewidth at 10 Gbit/s.
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Figure 4.7: Experimental setup. CW: continuous wave laser. EAM: electroab-
sorption modulator. PC: polarization controller. PM: phase mod-
ulator. Att: attenuator. EDFA: erbium-doped fiber amplifier.
NZDSF: non-zero dispersion shifted fiber. DCF: dispersion com-
pensated fiber. BPF: optical bandpass filter. MZI: Mach-Zehnder
interferometer. PD: photodiode. BERT: bit-error-rate test set.

4.4 DPSK/SCM label switching key functionali-
ties

This section deals with the demonstration of different DPSK/SCM label switching
functionalities, such as generation of the combined scheme, transmission and label
erasure, which can be necessary in an OLS core node.

4.4.1 Generation of DPSK/SCM labeled signals and trans-
mission

DPSK/SCM generation and transmission are demonstrated experimentally in this
section [87]. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4.7.

A CW at 1554.9 nm is intensity modulated with an EAM to impose the SCM
label signal. The EAM is driven with root mean-square voltages ranging from 0 to
150 mV, corresponding to modulation depths between m = 0 and m = 0.45. The
modulation depth is defined here as m = I0−I

I0
, where I is the transmitted intensity

and I0 is the value of I with no EAM driving signal applied. The modulating
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signal is a 25 Mbit/s SCM label at a subcarrier frequency of 1, 2 or 3 GHz. The
signal is then amplified in an EDFA before being phase modulated in a LiNbO3

phase modulator with the 40 Gbit/s payload. The modulation signal is in the
NRZ format based on a 231 − 1 PRBS. The payload can therefore be considered
constant envelope DPSK encoded. In the transmission experiment, the labeled
signal is transmitted over 80 km of non-zero dispersion-shifted fiber (NZDSF)
with a dispersion parameter of 5.7 ps/nm/km. The signal is dispersion post-
compensated with a matching length of DCF. The fiber span has a total span loss
of 23.5 dB, which is compensated for by two EDFAs. At the receiver, a small part of
the signal is tapped for clock recovery. An optical bandpass filter performs phase-
to-intensity modulation conversion, allowing recovery of the 40 GHz clock. The
main part of the received signal is split between the label and payload receivers.
The DPSK payload is pre-amplified and demodulated with a one bit delay MZI.
The signal is detected with a balanced receiver using two 45 GHz photodiodes and
fed to a 40 Gbit/s bit-error-rate test set (BERT). The SCM label is pre-amplified,
detected and electrically bandpass filtered.

In the back-to-back case (when no transmission fiber is present) the DPSK
payload eye diagrams and the corresponding detected SCM label signals for nine
combinations of subcarrier frequencies (1, 2 and 3 GHz) and EAM driving volt-
ages (50, 100 and 150 mV, leading to modulation depths m of 0.17, 0.33 and 0.45,
respectively) are shown in Fig. 4.8 and Fig. 4.9. An increase in the EAM driving
voltage corresponds to an increase in the SCM label modulation depth. There-
fore, as the EAM driving voltage increases, the DPSK payload eye closes and the
detected label signal amplitude increases. Furthermore, it can be seen that the
DPSK payload eye closes as the subcarrier frequency decreases, while the enve-
lope of the detected SCM label appears unaffected. The degrading effect of the
inband SCM labeling on the DPSK payload is thus enhanced with lower subcarrier
frequencies.

The back-to-back DPSK payload receiver penalty as a function of the EAM
driving voltage is shown in Fig. 4.10 (solid line) with a 3 GHz subcarrier frequency.
The 0 dB penalty reference is the back-to-back receiver sensitivity at a BER of
10−9 without any EAM driving voltage, which is -24.0 dBm. This sensitivity, when
no degrading effect is induced by the subcarrier on the payload, corresponds to the
best that would be achieved in our system in the case of conventional out-of-band
SCM labeling.

As expected, increasing the EAM driving voltage introduces some penalty.
However, at an EAM driving voltage of 50 mV, corresponding to a modulation
depth of m = 0.17, the penalty is limited to only 1.2 dB. Furthermore, the trans-
mission feasibility of the inband SCM labeling of 40 Gbit/s DPSK payload is
demonstrated with transmission over 80 km of post-compensated NZDSF using
a subcarrier frequency of 3 GHz. The DPSK payload receiver penalty as a func-
tion of the EAM driving voltage is also illustrated in Fig. 4.10 (dashed line).
The transmission introduces additional penalty. At 0 mV EAM driving voltage
(without a label or the SCM label placed out-of-band in terms of the payload
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Figure 4.8: DPSK payload eye diagrams for nine combinations of subcarrier
frequencies (1, 2 and 3 GHz) and EAM driving voltages (50, 100
and 150 mV). The horizontal axis has 10 ps and the eye diagrams
are recorded in a 70 GHz bandwidth.

channel), the transmission penalty is 0.7 dB, and at an EAM driving voltage of
50 mV (m = 0.17) the additional transmission penalty is only 1.1 dB. Therefore,
the inband subcarrier labeled signal can be generated and transmitted over an
80 km NZDSF span without inducing significant penalty on the 40 Gbit/s pay-
load, thus demonstrating the feasibility of this labeling scheme for metro network
transmission.

4.4.2 Label erasure using an SOA

Label erasure of the subcarrier label in a DPSK/SCM scheme is a key functionality
in a node, since it removes the old label, allowing for further overwriting by the new
label. We propose to use an SOA to perform this operation. The SOA is a suitable
candidate for performance the label erasuring due to its photonic integrability, low
cost and possibility of use as amplifiers. A rate equation model for an SOA with
a carrier density that is uniform along the SOA length was developed in [95].
Afterwards the equations were simplified in [96] by assuming that the effects of
spontaneous emission and residual facet reflectivities are negligible. Gain through
the SOA is given by a the time dependent solution which is simply an exponential
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Figure 4.9: Detected SCM label signals for nine combinations of subcarrier fre-
quencies (1, 2 and 3 GHz) and EAM driving voltages (50, 100 and
150 mV). The horizontal axis has 10 ns per division.

function, characterized by a time constant called the effective recovery time of the
carriers, as is shown in the next equation:

1
τeff

=
1
τe
− γΓαLαint

A

P1

hv1
, (4.3)

where τe represents the carrier lifetime, τeff is the effective recovery time of the
carriers, A is the area of the SOA’s active region, h is Planck’s constant. The τe

carrier lifetime is an intrinsic value of the SOA, and is usually in the order of ps.
The τeff is depending on the SOA conditions and can vary from fs to ps. P1 and
v1 are the power (in Watts) and the frequency (in Hertz), respectively, of the CW
holding beam light. Γ is the length of the SOA’s active region, α is the area and the
length, respectively, of the SOA, αint is the SOA’s intrinsic losses. This equation is
mathematically verified and experimentally validated in [96]. Therefore, the gain
response of the SOA will be determined by this τeff , being the cut-off frequency
as follows:

fc =
1

2πτeff
. (4.4)

From Equation (4.3), we can deduct that varying the power injected to the SOA
the bandpass of the gain can be tuned. Since the label is conveyed in an amplitude
modulation, by properly saturating the SOA, a label eraser can be obtained.

4.4.3 Generation of DPSK/SCM with TTL signaling

In previous sections DPSK/SCM generation, transmission and also label erasure
functionalities have been shown. One of the main advantages of using SCM is
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Figure 4.10: DPSK payload receiver penalty as a function of EAM driving volt-
age back-to-back (solid line) and after transmission over 80 km of
post-compensated NZDSF (dashed line). The inset shows the de-
tected label signal after transmission at EAM driving voltages of
50 and 100 mV. The subcarrier frequency is 3 GHz.

that the number of subcarriers or, generally speaking, the utilization of the inband
bandwidth is restricted only by the power penalty over the DPSK payload. From
the networking point of view, OLS offers the advantage of being protocol transpar-
ent, compatible with legacy and emerging network technologies by adopting the
GMPLS framework for a unified control plane. One problem faced by burst and
packet switched networks is the ”routing loops”, where misdirected or mislabeled
packets are routed in circles without reaching their destination [97], producing
network congestion. To minimize this problem, MPLS and GMPLS [98, 99] incor-
porate a “time-to-live” (TTL) field that is decremented by one at each “hop” and
when the values reaches zero, the packet is dropped from the network.

We propose and demonstrate experimentally an inband signaling system by
introducing the TTL value state (still valid packet or discarded packet) in the
optical domain, allowing fast recognition of the packet state in the node. If the
packet is to be discarded, it will be dropped even before reading the label and
so saving time node resources, compared to the broadband wavelength systems
proposed previously [100]. Our technique utilizes the DPSK modulation to convey
the payload information. On the other hand a SCM signal at 1 GHz is used for
the label data and a sinusoidal tone at 3 GHz for the TTL state as it is shown in
Fig. 4.11. The label and TTL swapping is performed by using an SOA as eraser.

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 4.12. A DFB laser source with an
integrated EAM is used for inserting a RF signal at 1 GHz with a 223 − 1 PRBS
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Figure 4.11: Core router architecture with TTL signaling in a combined
DPSK/SCM modulation format scheme.

Figure 4.12: Experimental setup. Using gain saturation in an SOA the Label
and the TTL signal can be removed.

signal at 100 Mbit/s amplitude modulation and the sinusoidal tone at 3 GHz, with
50 mVRMS and 300 mVRMS respectively, onto the optical carrier operating at
the 1555.37 nm wavelength. The DFB section is biased at 80 mA while the EAM
section is reverse biased at 0.6 V. A LiNbO3 phase modulator is used to impose
DPSK modulation at 10 Gbit/s using a 231 − 1 PRBS pattern.

The average output power of the phase modulator was -7.4 dBm, with no
observed variation of this value if either the label and the TTL signal were present.
After extracting the back to back performance, the power of the signal was adjusted
to -3.5 dBm by varying the bias current of the DFB laser to 90 mA and then it
was fed into the SOA. This adjustment was done in order to find the optimal point
for gain saturation in the SOA, related to the equations explained at the previous
section. In Fig. 4.13, the RF spectrum of the signal before the SOA and after the
erasure process is shown.

We employed a single photodetector receiver for DPSK detection. In Fig. 4.14
the eye diagrams of the recovered DPSK signal back to back and after the trans-
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Figure 4.13: RF spectrum of the original labeled and TTL signaled signal before
the SOA (a), and after the erasure process (b).

mission over the SOA module are shown. We can observe that the introduction
of the label and the TTL signal (Fig. 4.14 Inset a) and b)) produces a broadening
of the “1” level, but it does not substantially affect the eye opening. After the
erasure process the eye diagram becomes noisy but it keeps open enough for free
error detection. Fig. 4.15 shows the BER curves obtained for the DPSK unlabeled
and after the SOA (including with and without the label and the TTL signal).

The DPSK unlabeled receiver sensitivity was measured to be -26.9 dBm for
a BER 10−9, and the combined effect of superimposing the label and the TTL
signal introduces 2.4 dB penalty in total. For the DPSK signal after the erasure
process, the received optical power level yielding a BER of 10−9 was measured to
be -25.5 dBm. Therefore, only 1.4 dB penalty was suffered in the SCM and TTL
erasure process. This power penalty might be reduced by using a balance receiver
configuration and by proper optimization of the modulation index for the SCM
and TTL signals to trade-off SCM and DPSK performances.

4.5 Optical filtering effects over the DPSK/SCM
signal

A DPSK/SCM signal has a broader spectrum than an intensity modulated signal.
Hence, it is also more susceptible to optical misalignments when it passes through
AWG, optical BPF or any other standard filtering-like device between the central
wavelength of the signal and the filter. To study the effect of misalignment in the
central wavelength of the channel over the combined DPSK/SCM scheme, a sim-
plified DPSK/SCM generator was simulated. A 10 Gbit/s DPSK payload system,
labeled with a subcarrier at 156 Mbit/s and located at 5 GHz, was simulated.
A Gaussian filter with 40 GHz bandwidth was used to study the effects of the
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Figure 4.14: Eye diagram of the DPSK signal alone (a), with a label inserted (b),
with a label and a TTL signal inserted (c), and after the erasure
process in the SOA (d).

detuning, the same as utilized in Chapter 3 [53].
The power penalty curves over the payload and the label are shown in Fig. 4.16.

As can be observed the label is more susceptible to a filter misalignment. This is
because the subcarrier is located already 5 GHz away from the central frequency,
and hence starts to experience the slope of the filter sooner than the DPSK. Fur-
thermore, since it is a two-sideband modulation, when one side bands experiences
a degradation in its quality, it actually acts as a crosstalk for the other side band.
Hence, its overall performance is degraded exponentially.

On the other side, the DPSK signal is more robust to filter misalignment, since
the information is conveyed in the phase. Hence, a misalignment will only incur in
a loss of power, but the information will remain unaltered. That explains a softer
and more flat power penalty curve.

4.6 Wavelength conversion based on FWM

Wavelength conversion is a key functionality in an AOLS network. Methods based
on XPM or XGM disregard the phase information, and hence are not suitable
for wavelength conversion of DPSK/SCM signals. Since the information in this
case is conveyed in phase and amplitude, it is necessary to employ a parametric
wavelength converter with a format-transparent reponse [6, 101]. This section
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Figure 4.15: Measured BER curves of the labeled and unlabeled DPSK signal,
and the DPSK signal after the erasure process.

describes the FWM effect and studies its utilization for converting DPSK/SCM
signals.

4.6.1 Principle of operation

FWM is a nonlinear effect originated from the third order nonlinear susceptibility
or Kerr effect. The refractive index n of many optical materials depends on the
optical intensity I [102]:

n = n0 + n2I, (4.5)

where n0 is the ordinary refractive index of the material and n2 the nonlinear
coefficient. The optical intensity I can be expressed as P/Aeff , where P is the
optical power and Aeff the mode effective area. In silica, the factor n2 varies from
2.2 to 3.4 10−8µm2/W [6]. The output power of the FWM product, generated at
frequency fijk due to the interaction of signals at frequencies fi, fj and fk is equal
to [101, 103]:

Pijk(L) = η
1024π6

n4λ2c2
(Dχ)2

(
Leff

Aeff

)2

Pi(0)Pj(0)Pk(0) exp−αL, (4.6)

where η is the efficiency of FWM, L is the fiber length, n is the refractive index
of the core, λ is the wavelength, c is the light velocity in free space and D is the
degeneracy factor, which has a value equals to 3 or 6 for two or three waves mixing,
respectively. χ is the third-order nonlinear susceptibility, Pi(0), Pj(0), and Pk(0)
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Figure 4.16: Power penalty over the payload and the label for different values
of filter misalignments.

are the input powers launched into an SMF and α is the fiber attenuation per unit
length. The effective length Leff is given by:

Leff =
1− exp−αL

α
. (4.7)

The efficiency η of FWM is given by:

η =
α2

α2 + ∆β2


1 +

4 exp−αL sin2
(

∆βL
2

)

(1− exp−αL)2


 , (4.8)

where the phase mismatch ∆β is equal to [104]:

∆β = β (fi) + β (fj)− β (fk)− β (fijk) , (4.9)

where β indicates the propagation constant. The expansion of the Equation (4.9)
in a Taylor serie becomes:

∆β =
2πλ2

c
(fi−fk)(fj−fk)

[
D(f0)− {(fi − f0) + (fj − f0)} λ2

2c
D′(f0)

]
, (4.10)

where D(f0) is the chromatic dispersion coefficient, D′(f0) is the chromatic dis-
persion slope and f0 the so-called zero dispersion frequency. Equation (4.10) at
the point D(f0) = 0 becomes:
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∆β = −(fi − fk)(fj − fk)(fi − f0) + (fj − f0)
πλ4

c2
D′(f0), (4.11)

and for D′(f0) = 0 (constant dispersion value):

∆β = (fi − fk)(fj − fk)D(f0)
2πλ2

c
. (4.12)

The case when only two signals are present is generally called degenerated FWM,
and represents the case where a wavelength converter operates (consisting of an
input signal and a pumping CW). For this case, the efficiency η needs to be
maximized, hence concluding that to obtain an efficient wavelength converter:

• The chromatic dispersion value has to be as low as possible (minimized).

• The pump signal has to be close to the zero dispersion wavelength.

• The polarization states of the pump CW and the signal must coincide (in
order to maximize the interaction).

Given these conditions, the resulting wave conveys a copy of the information
in terms of intensity, phase and frequency of the original signal.

4.6.2 Simulation results

In order to assess the feasibility of performing wavelength conversion for combined
DPSK/SCM signals, we investigated via computer simulations the process in a
highly nonlinear fiber (HNLF). The parameters of this fiber are shown in Table 5.1.

First, the generation of a FWM product was studied. A DPSK/SCM operating
at 10 Gbit/s payload rate, labeled at 156 Mbit/s with a subcarrier with 0.3 of
modulation index and located at 5 GHz was generated with -7 dBm of optical
power. The original signal was located at 1550 nm, and the pumping CW at
1550 nm. The resulting product, located at 1540 nm was then assessed in terms
of BER performance. The results are shown in Fig. 4.17.

As it can be observed, the FWM generated component has an acceptable per-
formance in terms of BER for input power values equal to 5 dBm or higher. For
the 0 dBm case, there is an error floor at 10−9, and for lower input powers the
generated signal is unrecoverable. Hence, we conclude that at least 5 dBm of input
power is necessary to generate a copy.

In an OLS core node, the wavelength converter must be capable of handling
the broadest range of wavelength span as possible, since this increases the capacity
of the node of scaling to a higher number of incoming channels. For this reason,
the conversion efficiency for two different scenarios was assessed. Namely, upcon-
version from 1540 nm to 1550 nm and downconversion from 1550 nm to 1540 nm.
The conversion efficiency is defined as the ratio between the power of the input
signal and the generated copy product. In all cases the CW signal had 3 dBm of
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Table 4.1: Specifications of the HNLF used

Parameters (Units) Value

Length (km) 0.5

Loss at 1550 nm (dB/km) 0.57

Zero dispersion wavelength λ0 (nm) 1548

Dispersion at 1550 nm (ps/km/nm) 0.013

Dispersion slope at 1550 nm (ps/km/nm2) 0.03

Aeff (µm2) 10.3

MFD (µm2) 3.7

PMD (ps/km) 0.14

Nonlinear refractive index η2 (m2/W ) 3.8 ·10−20

optical power and the conversion efficiency was assessed in 1 nm steps. The two
signals were combined and amplified to different values of optical power (starting
from 5 dBm, which was found in the previous simulation the minimum value to
generate a proper copy). The results are shown in Fig. 4.18.

As it can be observed, when the signal and the pumping CW are close to each
other (e.g. short-range conversion), the conversion efficiency is omitted. This is
because the pumping CW and the converted signal wavelength are so close that
even when applying a highly selective filtering the crosstalk heavily impairs the
quality of the signal. For the other values, in both cases, the conversion curve
remains rather flat, achieving a better conversion efficiency when more power is
launched.

The conversion efficiency is an interesting parameter since it gives an indication
about the quantity of optical signal generated via the FWM effect. However, it
omits the information regarding the quality of the transferred signal. Thus, an
estimation of the power penalty over the DPSK/SCM needs to be found for each
scenario. For this purpose, the down- and upconversion scenarios were assessed
under the same parameters for an optical power launched into the fiber of 5 dBm,
which is the worst value for the conversion efficiency. The results in terms of power
penalty over the payload and the label for the down- and upconversion scenarios
are given in Fig. 4.19.

For wavelength conversion within a short spectral range, the results are not
represented. This is because at the output of the fiber the optical power of the
CW pumping signal is rather high, and hence it interferes with the generated
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Figure 4.17: Performance of the generated payload (top) and label (bottom) for
different optical powers launched into the fiber.

signal. The payload power penalty drops when the conversion is done within a
long range, with less than 1 dB penalty over a 6 nm spectrum range. On the
contrary, the power penalty over the label remains within a range of 1 dB for
downconversion, and around 2 dB for upconversion.

4.7 Other SCM modulation techniques

In the previous sections we have seen that a high bitrate DPSK payload can be
labeled with a low bitrate subcarrier. However, only intensity modulated subcar-
riers have been considered, when actually, the spectrum offers the possibility of
inserting any kind of modulated signal. This section deals with other SCM tech-
niques that take advantage of the orthogonality of the label with respect to the
payload. Namely, a 16 QAM label and a multi-carrier (10 MHz spaced carriers)
label scheme.
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Figure 4.18: Conversion efficiency for the down- and upconversion cases, for
different values of optical power launched into the fiber.

The proposed DPSK payload and inband SCM label scheme has been experi-
mentally tested, as depicted in Fig. 4.20. A DFB laser source with an integrated
EAM is used for generating the lightwave carrier and to insert the SCM signal,
respectively. The EAM section was reversed biased at 1.06 V. The label data sig-
nal was derived from a vector signal generator. A LiNbO3 phase modulator was
used to impose the 231 − 1 PRBS DPSK modulation at 10 Gbit/s. The average
optical power after the PM was set to -6 dBm. An EDFA was used to amplify the
signal up to a value of 0 dBm followed by an optical BPF in order to reject the
ASE noise. At the receiver side, the incoming signal was split into two parts for
payload and label detection purposes, respectively. To study the performance of
the detected label signal (the SCM signal), a variable optical attenuator (VOA)
and an EDFA followed by an optical BPF were used before the photodetector.
The recovered label signal was then analyzed by an RF vector spectrum analyzer.
The payload detection was performed by demodulating the DPSK signal by using
a one-bit-delay MZI An optical preamplifier stage was used, composed of a VOA,
an EDFA and an optical BPF. The detected payload signal was fed into a data
and clock recovery unit for BER measurements.

Firstly, we investigated the performance of the payload DPSK signal in pres-
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Figure 4.19: Simulated power penalty for the payload (a) and the label (b) for
down- and upconversion scenarios.

ence of a single subcarrier frequency tone at different frequencies. The power
penalty at a BER of 10−9 with respect to the case of no SCM being present is
shown in Fig. 4.21 by solid markers. The modulation index m was measured to be
0.4. In the insets are shown the detected DPSK eye diagrams for a single photode-
tector receiver. As it can be observed, when the carrier frequency is at half of the
DPSK bitrate of the DPSK signal a power penalty of less than 1 dB is observed,
as predicted by simulations (open markers). When the frequency tone is shifted to
a lower or higher frequencies with respect to the 5 GHz value, the power penalty
increases. This confirms that a proper inband frequency value for the SCM signal
should be equal to half the DPSK bit-rate. Secondly, we study the performance
of the DPSK payload signal when inband SCM labeling is applied. The use of a
QAM format is introduced to reduce the net modulation bandwidth of the SCM
label signal and therefore to minimize the crosstalk on the DPSK payload. A
16-QAM SCM modulation format on a 5 GHz subcarrier frequency is chosen for
the experiment.

In Fig. 4.22 is presented the measured BER for the DPSK signal without
SCM, with a SCM tone at 5 GHz, and with 16-QAM modulation, respectively. As
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Figure 4.20: Experimental setup. DFB: distributed feedback laser. EAM:
electro-absorption modulator. DC: voltage generator. PM: phase
modulator. PC: polarization controller. EDFA: erbium-doped fiber
amplifier. BPF: optical bandpass filter. VOA: variable optical at-
tenuator. MZI: Mach-Zehnder interferometer.

can be observed, the superposition of a frequency tone at 5 GHz does not affect
the performance of the DPSK signal. However, when SCM is modulated with a
16-QAM data, a power penalty of less than 2 dB measured at a BER of 10−9

is observed. This power penalty is mainly due to fluctuations over the carrier
induced by the 16-QAM modulation.

Another SCM scheme assessed during the experiments was an n-multi-carrier
modulation scheme centered at 5 GHz, with carrier spacing equal to 10 MHz.
Each carrier represents one information bit, and hence, the labeling information is
performed by means of ON/OFF (present/not present) of the multi-carrier tones.
A common 32 bits length for the MPLS label format may be conveyed by using n=5
multi-carrier frequencies. This SCM scheme offers the possibility of narrow SCM
modulation bandwidth and allows for parallel processing of the label information.
The BER performance of the DPSK with superposition of such a n-multi-carrier
labeling technique is shown in Fig. 4.23. As it can be observed, the introduction
of the 5 carriers at 5 GHz does not affect the performance of the DPSK signal.
However, when 7 carriers are introduced, the performance of the DPSK shows a
power penalty of 2 dB for a BER of 10−9, because of crosstalk from the carrier to
the DPSK payload signal.

The performance of the QAM and n-carrier SCM scheme was studied for the
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Figure 4.21: Power penalty, with reference to the case of no label at a BER
of 10−9, for the DPSK payload signal in presence of SCM tones
at different frequencies. Open markers: simulation results. Solid
marker: measurements. Insets: eye-diagrams of the detected
DPSK signal, 50 ps/div.

case of the absence and presence of the DPSK signal. Figure 4.22 shows the
performance of the 16-QAM label signal at 5 GHz (50 Mbps, 12.5 MHz symbol
rate, and 0.5 roll-off factor) for different values of the received optical power. The
SNR is measured after photodection by the signal vector analyzer. The insets show
the I-Q diagram for -30 dBm and -2.3 dBm of optical received power, respectively.
The penalty curve presented in Fig. 4.24 is the resulting SNR penalty due to the
presence of the DPSK signal. As can be observed from Fig. 4.24, the SNR penalty
increases for values of the optical received power lower than -15 dBm. However,
the measured SNR are above 20 dB value (for receiver power level larger than
-25 dBm) indicating good signal quality for reception of the 16-QAM label signal.
Fig. 4.25 shows the electrical spectra for different amounts of carriers.

In this Section, we have demonstrated that an inband SCM labeling scheme can
be used to label DPSK payload signal, achieving a minimum penalty on the DPSK
performance when the subcarrier frequency is chosen to be equal to half the DPSK
bit rate. In our experimental setup power penalties of around 2 dB are observed
when the 10 Gb/s DPSK signal is labeled with a 16-QAM or 7 multi-carries (spaced
at 10 MHz) in an SCM scheme centered at 5 GHz. However, for the case of 5-multi-
carrier SCM or a single tone no performance degradation is observed. It suggests
that in-band SCM labeling of DPSK is feasible with low crosstalk provided that
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Figure 4.22: BER as function of received optical power. Back-to-back case,
presence of a single frequency tone at 5GHz and with 16-QAM,
respectively.

Figure 4.23: BER as function of received optical power. Back-to-back case, in
presence of 5 and 7 carriers (10 MHz spacing), respectively.

the label data bandwidth is narrow. This can be accomplished by using a QAM or
multicarrier modulation format. The label performance of the multi-carrier and
16-QAM SCM label schemes has been investigated as well. Although both the
5 and 7 multi-carriers scheme and the 16-QAM SCM labeling signal suffer from
SNR degradation due to the presence of the DPSK signal, their performance is
satisfactory for proper label detection.
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Figure 4.24: 16-QAM, 50 Mbps label performance in presence of DPSK payload.
SNR and penalty (due to the presence of the DPSK signal) as a
function of the optical received power. Insets: I-Q diagrams for
-30 dBm and -2.3 dBm of optical received power.

However, there are also some issues requiring special attention such as the RF
fading effect stemming from the interaction between the RF subcarrier and the
chromatic dispersion in optical fibers. It has been shown that optical-frequency-
domain filtering techniques can eliminate the fading effects [6, 88] (e.g. by SSB
filtering). Moreover system design measures should be taken to prevent non-
linearities in the transmission link that may cause inter-modulation distortions,
resulting in interference into other multi-carrier frequencies [6].

4.8 Engineering rules

In this section we present a set of simple engineering rules for the design of a label
controlled routing node supporting the DPSK/SCM labeling scheme.

The engineering rules are related to the main operations required in a label
switched network, namely the combined payload/label scheme generation, label
erasure, wavelength conversion and filtering issues. These rules are given for a
system at 10 Gbit/s payload, with a subcarrier label at low bitrate (156 Mbit/s)
and assuming electronic processing of its information at each node.

Regarding the DPSK/SCM generation, the main points are:

• The minimum payload length is determined by the length of the label signal
for ASK subcarriers.

• The time synchronization of the label and payload is limited to ensure that
the label signal is superimposed on top of the payload signal: neither before
the start of the payload nor after such that it exceeds the end of the payload
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Figure 4.25: Label performance at 5GHz in absence and presence of DPSK
payload: single carrier, 5-multi-carriers and 7-multi-carriers
schemes (carrier spacing = 10MHz). The carriers are centered
around 5 GHz.

section. The control block of the label swapper should therefore be designed
to detect both the subcarrier label and the start of the DPSK payload signal.

• An important parameter in the combined DPSK/SCM signal is the choice
of the modulation index of the subcarrier. An m value between 0.3 and 0.4
ensures a power penalty over the DPSK payload performance below 1 dB.

• An optimal subcarrier position is found to be half the bitrate of the DPSK
payload.

• Since the subcarrier frequency is located inband the DPSK payload, the
higher the bitrate of the label (and hence its bandwidth spectrum) the higher
the crosstalk and hence the power penalty experienced. For a 156 Mbit/s
label, the power penalty is below 1 dB.

• A laser linewidth of 200 MHz introduces 1 dB of power penalty over the
DPSK payload performance. By increasing the payload bitrate the suscep-
tibility towards the laser bandwidth decreases.

Signals in an optical label switched network will encounter several stages of op-
tical filtering. Therefore, special attention should be paid to the design regarding
optical filtering, so that no residual crosstalk is introduced by filter shape or wave-
length misalignment between the filter central wavelength and laser source emis-
sion wavelength. The considerations below regarding optical filtering of DPSK/SCM
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signal relates to a 10 Gbit/s DPSK payload data rate, labeled with a 156 Mbit/s
subcarrier located at 5 GHz and a modulation index equal to 0.3.

• Computer simulations show that systems using a Gaussian shaped optical
BPF or AWG router (second order Gaussian shaped with a 3 dB bandwidth
of 40 GHz), allow for a frequency misalignment between laser source and
filter of 45 GHz for a power penalty of the payload data of less than 3 dB.

• The label subcarrier is more sensitive than the payload to misalignments,
experiencing under the same conditions of the filter a power penalty of 2 dB
for 30 GHz of frequency misaligment.

Wavelength conversion operation can be performed using FWM in a HNLF.
However, there are some parameter values that must be considered in order to
produce an acceptable copy of the original signal.

• For a CW pumping with 3 dBm and a signal with -7 dBm of optical power,
the minimum amount of optical power launched into the fiber that produces
FWM components is 5 dBm.

• The best results are obtained when both signals, the input signal and the
pump, are close to the zero dispersion point of the fiber. However, if both
signals are separated by less than 3 nm, the crosstalk at the output between
CW pumping and generated signal by no means allows to recover the signal.

By taking into account these constraints, wavelength down- and upconversion
within 10 nm range has been simulated, obtaining power penalties below 1 dB for
the payload and on average 2 dB for the label.
Hence, the reported SCM/DPSK modulation scheme offers a few advantageous
features for optical labeling such as:

• The subcarrier frequency may be chosen within the frequency band of the
payload data, which is appropriate for spectral efficiency while keeping the
complexity of the RF signal generation/detection low.

• Multilevel and/or multi-carrier SCM modulation format may be used, as
in wireless communication systems, resulting in a narrow SCM modulation
bandwidth. A multi-carrier SCM schemes allows for bit-parallel processing
of the label data.

• DPSK modulation format is a promising candidate for future optical net-
working due to its tolerance to chromatic dispersion, PMD and XPM effects
during fiber transmission [89–92, 105].
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4.9 Summary

In summary, this chapter shows a combined scheme for labeling high bitrate data
payload signals. We introduced the edge and core node architecture supporting
a combined scheme based on a DPSK modulation for the payload and SCM for
the labels. Several aspects of the physical parameters of a DPSK/SCM combined
modulation format labeling scheme within a routing node have been studied and
presented in this chapter. Generation of the combined modulation format is stud-
ied, along with some key functionalities. Namely, label erasure and wavelength
conversion. Other features as label swapping and propagation issues should be
studied further to assess its performance and cascadability for optical label switch-
ing networking.





Chapter 5

Time-serial labeling

This chapter deals with a time-serial labeling scheme. We first introduce the time-
serial and the advantages of label all-optical processing. Then, two nonlinear effects
in a semiconductor optical amplifier (namely, nonlinear polarization rotation and
self-polarization rotation) are described. Exploiting these two nonlinear effects,
two packet processors are demonstrated. The first one uses a time-serial combined
scheme IM/DPSK NRZ and the second one an IM/IM RZ. Wavelength conversion
functionality for time-serial labeled packets is also shown. Finally, some scalability
and cascadability issues are discussed. Parts of this chapter are based on publica-
tions1.

5.1 Time-serial labeling and advantages of all-optical
processing

All-optical label swapping (AOLS) has been proposed as a viable approach towards
resolving the mismatch between fiber transmission capacity and router packet for-
warding capacity [35]. In such an AOLS scenario, all packet-by-packet routing
and forwarding functions of MPLS are implemented directly in the optical do-
main. Thus the IP packets are directed through the core optical network without
requiring O/E/O conversions whenever a routing decision is necessary. The main
advantage of this approach is the ability to route packets/bursts independently
of bit rate, packet format, and packet length, thus increasing network flexibil-
ity and granularity, attributes which are highly desirable in broadband networks
characterized by bandwidth-on-demand applications. In addition, compared to
previous node implementations with electronic label processing [44, 112, 113], the
all-optical network node must be capable of operating with in-band serial bit la-
bel signaling at the line rate, attaining high bandwidth utilization and simplified

1See references [106–111].
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Figure 5.1: All-optical label swapper unit. ODL: optical delay line. AOLXG:
all-optical logical gate. AWGR: arrayed waveguide router. AOFF:
all-optical flip-flop. TWC: tunable wavelength converter.

transmitter implementation. The ability to process labels at the line rate through
all-optical techniques eliminates the necessity for O/E/O conversions and allows
for high information capacity to be encapsulated in the labels compared to lower-
bit rate approaches [35]. Furthermore, the labels are generated with the same
light sources and intensity modulators as the payload [114], a major requirement
for implementation of next-generation truly all-optical networks.

5.2 Core node architecture for a time-serial scheme

The AOLS node proposed and studied in the IST-LASAGNE project is depicted
in Fig. 5.1 [12].

Entering the AOLS module, the packet payload and label are separated, as
shown in Fig. 5.1. The extracted optical label is fed to a bank of optical correla-
tors based on all-optical logic XOR gates (AOLXGs) [115], where the comparison
between the label and a set of local addresses is performed. These local addresses
are generated using optical delay lines (ODLs). An ODL is comprised of a set of
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interconnected fiber delay lines, couplers, and splitters that generate a bit sequence
out of one pulse. Thus, comparing the incoming label to the local addresses implies
that for each possible incoming label a separate ODL and a correlator have to be
installed in the AOLS block. After comparison, a high intensity pulse will appear
at the output of the XOR correlator with the matching address. This pulse feeds
a control block that drives a wavelength converter. The control block is made-up
of all-optical flip-flops (AOFFs) [116]. Depending on the matching address (cor-
relator output pulse), the appropriate flip-flop will emit a CW signal at a certain
wavelength. In this way, the internal wavelength is chosen. Meanwhile, a new label
is generated in the appropriate ODL. The new label is inserted in front of the pay-
load and both the payload and the new label are now converted to the wavelength
generated by the flip-flop. The packet is then sent through an AWG; therefore, the
wavelength on which the packet leaves the AOLS block determines the outgoing
port on which the packet leaves the node. Two switches provide the flexibility
to configure the assignments between the incoming labels and the outgoing labels
and wavelengths. The size of the packet router (for example, number of optical
correlators and flip-flops) is very dependent on the number of local addresses used
in the routing table. The AOLS subsystem of Fig. 5.1 was depicted for the specific
case of four different locally generated addresses (2-bit optical labels). The syn-
chronization between the optical subsystems employed in the AOLS routing node
and the timing information of the incoming packet is of crucial importance for the
proper operation of the node. The AOLS node requires timing extraction on a
packet-by-packet basis and a packet arrival detection scheme. These functionali-
ties are performed by a clock recovery circuit [117] and a single-pulse generator.
The former is placed at the beginning of the router and is capable of handling
high-bit-rate burst mode optical packets. The latter generates an optical pulse
as a packet arrives to the AOLS. Therefore, the switches used for generating the
reference addresses and the new label are controlled by a low-speed dynamically
controlled network control plane (CP).

5.3 Nonlinear effects in an SOA

SOAs have been used up to now mostly as mere optical amplifiers with the advan-
tage of photonic integration (hence, reducing the footprint and power consumption
in comparison with an EDFA). However, many research groups working in optical
signal processing applications are giving considerable attention to the SOAs, since
they might be the key element to build up nonlinear switches. This nonlinear
switches can be used for wavelength conversion applications [118], optical time
domain demultiplexing [119, 120], or all-optical logic [121, 122], to mention a few.
This section overviews the two nonlinear effects exploited later on during the
experiments, namely nonlinear polarization rotation (NPR) and self-polarization
rotation (SPR).
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5.3.1 Non-linear polarization rotation in an SOA

The SOA is generally a birefringent device because of its asymmetric waveguide
geometry [121]. That means that its gain depends on the polarization state of the
input signal. The SOA waveguide is characterized by two orthogonal polarization
modes: the transverse electric (TE) and the transverse magnetic (TM) modes (i.e.
the vertical and the horizontal axis orthogonal to the direction of propagation).
The SOA polarization sensitivity is defined as the difference between the TE mode
gain and the TM mode gain. Changes in injected light cause changes in the SOA
refractive index via carrier density variations. These changes cause an associated
phase change of the signal traveling through the SOA.

Hence, the SOA polarization sensitivity, i.e TE/TM gain asymmetry, intro-
duces additional birefringence in the SOA via carrier density changes when an
external light is injected into the SOA [121]. The refractive index changes are dif-
ferent for the TE and TM components. Different changes in the refractive index
for the two propagating modes result in different changes of the signal phase. The
phase difference θ between the TE and TM modes can be expressed [123]:

θ = φTE − φTM =
1
2

(
αTEΓTEgTE

υTE
g

− αTMΓTMgTM

υTM
g

)
L, (5.1)

where φTE and φTM are the phases for the TE and TM components, αTE/TM is
the phase modulation factor, ΓTE/TM is the confinement factor, gTE/TM the gain,
υ

TE/TM
g is the group velocity for the TE and TM components respectively and L

is the length of the SOA. This variable birefringence and therefore the phase shift
between the TE and TM modes leads to the changes of the signal polarization
state at the SOA output. As a result, the signal at the SOA output has a changed
state of polarization with respect to a signal without any additional signal present.

The phase change due to the changes in the carrier density occurs not only in
the gain region of the SOA. The phase change occurs as well as in the transparency
region of the SOA, where the data energy is below the bandgap energy. This effect
was utilized for wavelength conversion from 1300 to 1500 nm [124].

5.3.2 Self-polarization rotation

The second nonlinear effect used during the experiments is the SPR [125]. When
an optical pulse at wavelength λ with sufficient optical power arrives at the SOA,
an overshoot in the amplification at the leading edge of the pulse is generated due
to the gain saturation of the SOA, while the rest of the pulse experiences a constant
saturated gain. The SOA gain variations cause self-phase modulation (SPM) and
consequently a frequency shift of the pulse that is described by [6]:
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ω = − 1
2π

dφ

dt
,

dφ

dZ
= −1

2
αg. (5.2)

In Equation 5.2, ω is the chirp, and g is the SOA gain. Furthermore, α is
the linewidth enhancement factor, φ the phase of the bit, Z the distance and t
the time. This equation describes the frequency shift as a function of the SOA
gain. As a result, the wavelength at the leading edge of the pulse is red chirped
(λ → λ + ∆λ), while the rest of the bit experiences no red chirp. The same effect
is experienced in the polarization, which shifts following the same principle, as in
NPR.

5.4 Payload and label separator using PDM

This section shows a payload and label separator based on NPR in a single
SOA [111]. The scheme has no need of external synchronized control signal, since
this information is polarization multiplexed along with the label and payload data.
Hence, the control of the control pulse is performed by one of the two polarization
states. An advantageous feature of this technique is its simplicity and freedom of
payload data encoding format.

5.4.1 Polarization division multiplexing

Polarization division multiplexing (PDM) doubles the capacity of a wavelength
channel and the spectral efficiency by transmitting two signals via orthogonal
states of polarization. Hence, doubling fiber capacity through polarization multi-
plexing has been very promising in optical communication. For an ideal optical
fiber, this allows for multiplexing of two channels without a decrease in transmis-
sion tolerances. Initial research into polarization multiplexing focused on soliton
transmission [126], and it has been used as early as [127] in WDM transmission ex-
periments. Further experiments using polarization multiplexing continue to show
the advantage in spectral efficiency and used it successfully in both record-breaking
laboratory experiments [128], as well as field trails [129]. Although polarization-
multiplexing is considered interesting for increasing the transmitted capacity, it
suffers from decreased PMD tolerance, due to the polarization-sensitive detection
used to separate the polarization multiplexed channels. This greatly increases the
effort of using polarization-multiplexing in commercial systems. In the work pre-
sented here, PDM is used to convey simultaneously the packet and the control
signal that will be used in the node to separate the label from the payload.
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5.4.2 Experimental setup and results

The experimental setup of the proposed all-optical label and payload separator
is depicted in Fig. 5.2. As shown in this figure, the label and payload separator
is composed of two SOAs, two polarization beam splitters (PBS) and one optical
circulator (OC). Polarization controllers (PC) and optical BPF are also necessary
for adjusting the operating point of the separator. The packet format is composed
of the payload data and its label, intensity modulated onto one of the principal
state of polarization of the lightwave. A control signal is combined, simultaneously
to the payload and label signal, by using polarization diversity multiplexing. The
control signal is a high intensity pulse lasting the corresponding duration of the
payload data. A guard time is inserted between the label and payload enough
to allow possible misalignment between the packet and the control signal, and
ensure polarization rotation effect in the SOA. At the label separator block, the
first polarization controller (PC1) is used to adjust the incoming signal to the
PBS1 so that effective polarization splitting is achieved for the packet (payload
and label) at one output port and the control signal in the complementary output
port. The packet signal is injected into the SOA1, and its polarization is adjusted
by using the PC2 to match the orientation of the second PBS2. The control signal,
obtained at the second port of the PBS1, is amplified and used as a high-intensity
pump signal for the SOA1. The length of the optical delay (Delay1) is adjusted
so that the control and the payload signals coincide at the SOA1. Note that due
to the chosen packet format, once the delay is set, there is no need for additional
synchronization. The injected pump signal, coinciding with the payload signal
at the SOA1, introduces additional birefringence in the SOA1 and therefore the
polarization mode of the signal experiences a different refractive index. In the
case where no control signal is present, the label is amplified by the SOA1, exiting
the system through the output of the PBS2. Conversely, if the saturating pump
control signal is present, the additional birefringence in the SOA leads to a phase
difference between the propagation modes, causing the polarization of the payload
signal to be rotated. As a consequence, the polarization of the payload is rotated,
exiting the system through the output of the PBS3.

In the experimental setup shown in Fig. 5.2, the CW probe light (1550.2 nm)
generated by a TLS is split by using a 3 dB coupler and injected into two intensity
modulators. The modulator of the upper branch is used to impose the payload
and label modulation, driven by an electrical signal coming from a pulse pattern
generator (PPG). The label was modulated at 625 Mbit/s and the payload at
10 Gbit/s. Although we selected a low bit-rate for the label, it can be increased
up to 10 Gbit/s without noticeable changes in the results. The label is composed
of a pattern consisting of a hexadecimal “AA” data stream, and the payload data
is a 231 − 1 NRZ PRBS. The optical intensity modulator of the lower branch
is used to introduce the control signal modulation. It is driven by an electrical
signal derived from a second PPG, synchronized to the one in the upper branch
in such a way that it generates a ‘1’ signal only during the payload duration. The
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Figure 5.2: The configuration of the all-optical label and payload separator
based on nonlinear polarization rotation. TLS: tunable laser source.
PC: polarization controller. IM: intensity modulator. PBC: polar-
ization beam combiner. PBS: polarization beam splitter. BPF:
optical band pass filter. DELAY: optical delay.

modulated signals were fed into a polarization beam combiner to assure that only
one of the polarization axes of the label and the payload and, complementarily, the
orthogonal polarization axis of the control signal are present at the output of the
packet generator block. The resulting combined signal is shown in the inset (a) of
the Fig. 5.3.

This signal was launched into the all-optical label and payload separator, where
the first stage is the PC1 and the PBS1. By adjusting the setting of the PC1,
effective separation of the packet and the control signal is performed. At one
output port of the PBS1 is present the packet signal which is fed into the SOA1
thought the PC2. The bias current of the SOA1 is set to 200 mA. The SOAs used
at the present experiment have an active length of 800 µm, employing a strained
bulk active region and are manufactured and made commercially available by JDS
Uniphase. The output signal of the SOA1 was coupled into the OC, and then
into the PBS2 through the PC4. The control signal, present at the other output
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port of the PBS1, is fed into the SOA2 through the PC3. The bias current of
SOA2 is set to 350 mA. The output signal of this SOA was filtered by using an
optical BPF (BPF1) (0.3 nm bandwidth) to suppress the spontaneous emission
noise and then coupled into the OC. The signal at the output port of the OC
is connected to the PBS2 and the PBS3, and filtered by using the optical filters
BPF2 and BPF3 (1 nm bandwidth). Fig. 5.3 shows the oscilloscope traces of
the separated label and payload. The recovered label shows an overshoot, due
to the selected operating point of the SOAs, close to the saturation regime. The
recovered payload shows a noisy ‘1’ level, mainly due to crosstalk between the
orthogonal modes during the separation process performed at PBS1. However, as
it can be seen from Fig. 5.3, the corresponding eye diagrams are clean and wide
open. The suppression factor between the label and the payload is measured to be
22 dB. Although we only present results with a 625 Mbit/s label, this bit-rate can
be increased up to 10 Gbit/s obtaining the same results of suppression ratio. The
ultimate speed of the scheme is limited by the recovery time of the carrier density.
If operating bit-rates are below the main limitation given by the SOA recovery
time, an arbitrary bit-rate may be used for the payload and label signals.

5.5 Payload and label separator for IM/DPSK
NRZ

This section shows an all-optical packet processor [107, 108, 111]. The proposed
architecture uses a combined modulation scheme; intensity modulation (IM) for
the label and differential-phase shift keying (DPSK) for the payload. The control
light to perform the polarization rotation effect in the SOA is the payload itself,
exploiting the DPSK feature of having a constant envelope. Furthermore, we also
show extraction of synchronization pulses. Theses pulses are needed in the node
for setting up the flip-flops and for performing the label processing.

5.5.1 Single pulse generator: experimental setup and re-
sults

A key building block of the architecture proposed in Fig. 5.1 is an array of optical
flip-flops, which acts as a decision maker and sets the wavelength of the outgoing
packet. These flip-flops supply a CW output that serves as a control signal to
perform wavelength conversion on the payload of the optical packet. Once the
payload data has been fully processed by the wavelength converter, the flip-flop
must be reset and returned to its standby state. Therefore, a signaling pulse
indicating the start and the end of the payload is needed in order to set and reset
the optical flip-flop and to obtain an asynchronous and variable length packet
operation.

In this section, we propose an all-optical label and synchronization pulses gen-
erator [110]. The pulse generator mechanism generates pulses indicating the start
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Figure 5.3: Oscilloscope traces of the combined signal from the generator (a),
the separated label (b), and the separated payload (c). The
timescale is 20 ns/div and the voltage scale is 50 mV/div. Eye
diagram of the combined signal from the generator (d), the sepa-
rated label (e), and the separated payload (f). The timescale are
200 ps/div, 50 ps/div and 200 ps/div, respectively. The voltage
scale is 50 mV/div.

and end of the payload data. The separation of the label data from the payload
data and the generation of the signaling pulses is performed by using the self
polarization rotation effect in an SOA [125].

The general configuration of the polarization switch (PS) is depicted in Fig. 5.4.
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When an optical bit with sufficient optical power arrives at the SOA, the lead-
ing edge of the bit introduces gain saturation in the SOA. Since the SOA gain
saturation is polarization dependent, the TE component of the data bit experi-
ences different gain saturation than the TM component. Thus, the leading edge
of a data bit introduces a rotation of the polarization state. On the contrary,
the DPSK payload has a constant power, and hence only the leading edge of this
signal is transmitted to the aligned PBS output (obtaining the setting pulse). To
ensure also a resetting pulse, a tail at the end of the payload is added as is shown
in Fig. 5.4. The tail is formed by a pulse 400 ps long followed by a space of
400 ps. The payload has two different lengths, namely the short (25.6 ns) and
the long (48.8 ns) payload, achieving a variability factor between the long and
the short payload equal to 1.9. The short payload conveys 256 bits and the long
payload 488 bits. The guard-time is chosen to be 500 ps, although it can be de-
creased up to one label bit time (affecting however the bandwidth efficiency of the
scheme).

Figure 5.4 shows the experimental setup. A CW laser light at 1554.17 nm was
modulated by an intensity modulator, which encoded the label and the optical
carrier for the DPSK signal. The label was IM encoded with a NRZ ’AA’ hex-
adecimal word at 2.5 Gb/s. The signal containing the label and the optical carrier
was sent then into the phase modulator. The payload information was DPSK en-
coded with a NRZ 231− 1 PRBS sequence at 10 Gb/s. The average output power
after the packet generation was measured to be -11.8 dBm. The ER of the label
and the optical carrier was 14.1 dB for the short payload, and 12.2 dB for the long
payload.

The signal was amplified, and the filtered with an optical BPF with 0.5 nm
bandwidth, obtaining a measured average power of 0 dBm after the filter. A
polarization controller was used to adjust the polarization of the input signal 45
with respect to the SOA layers. The SOA was driven with 200 mA and the output
signal filtered by using an optical BPF with 0.3 nm bandwidth. The recovered
label and the pulses were obtained after filtering out the signal through a PBS.
Figure 5.5 shows the original packet with short (a) and long payload (c). Figure 5.5
(b) and (d) shows the recovered label and the pulses to set and reset the flip-flop.
The optical suppression ratio from the label to the payload is 20.0 dB and 26.0 dB
for the short and long cases, respectively.

5.5.2 Payload and label processor: experimental setup and
results

The previous single pulse generator was capable of extracting the label but not the
payload. In this section, we demonstrate a packet processor capable of separating
the label and the payload, and generate a synchronization pulse. The schematic
diagram of the label and payload processor is depicted in Fig. 5.6 [107, 108]. The
packet is composed of a payload signal and its corresponding label. The label data
is conveyed in OOK modulation and the payload data is conveyed in DPSK mod-
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Figure 5.4: Block diagram of the experimental setup and packet format. The
inset shows the tail of the payload section. DFB: distributed feed-
back laser. PC: polarization controller. IM: intensity modulator.
PM: phase modulator. EDFA: erbium-doped fibre amplifier. PBS:
polarization beam splitter. BPF: band pass filter.

ulation on the same lightwave carrier using a time-serial scheme. The separator
block is composed of two SOAs, two PBS, an OC, PCs and optical BPFs. The
label and payload separator is based on a nonlinear polarization effect in an SOA,
as described in Section 5.3 [123].The packet is split and injected into SOA1 after
a fixed delay line, which ensures that the label part of the burst arrives simulta-
neously with the payload part of the signal version passing through SOA2. The
polarization of this label signal is adjusted by using the PC2 to match the orien-
tation of PBS2. The other part of the split burst signal is amplified by SOA2 and
used as a high-intensity pump control signal for SOA1. The injected pump signal,
aligned to coincide with the label at the SOA1, introduces additional birefringence
in SOA1 as compared to the case when no pump signal is present. Therefore, the
label data experiences a rotation on its polarization state in SOA1 and leaves the
system through output1 of PBS1. Because the payload part does not experience
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Figure 5.5: Packet traces: (a) Traces of the packet with a short payload, (b)
Traces of the extracted label and the pulses for the short packet, (c)
Traces of the packet with a long payload, (d) Traces of the extracted
label and the pulses for the long packet.

excess of birefringence it leaves the system at output2 of PBS1. The single pulse
generator is based on self-polarization rotation in an SOA [125]. In general, when
an optical pulse with sufficient optical power arrives at SOA3, the leading edge of
the pulse introduces gain saturation in the SOA. Since the SOA gain saturation is
polarization dependent, the TE component of the data pulse experiences different
gain saturation than the TM component. Thus, the leading edge of a data pulse
introduces a rotation of the polarization state. In this approach, a portion of the
recovered payload data is taken, and hence only the leading edge of this signal is
transmitted to the aligned PBS output (obtaining the pulse). The experimental
setup is depicted in the Fig. 5.6. The packet is composed of a payload signal label
and its corresponding label. The label information is conveyed in IM modulation
of the lightwave carrier generated by a DFB laser signal at 1555.75 nm. The pay-
load information is conveyed in DPSK modulation on the same lightwave carrier
using a time-serial scheme. The label is a 16 bits word (“AAAA”) at 10 Gbit/s.
The payload modulation signal is in NRZ format based on a 231 − 1 PRBS at
10 Gbit/s. The packet scheme is depicted in Fig. 5.7.

The output average power after the burst generation was measured to be -
15.38 dBm. An EDFA was used to amplify the signal up to 2.2 dBm. The
payload had two different lengths, corresponding to the short (25.6 ns) and the
long (48.8 ns) payload, achieving a variability factor between the long and the
short payload equal to 1.9. The short payload conveyed 256 bits and the long one
488 bits. Those values were chosen arbitrarily as a proof-of-concept. The guard-
time was chosen to be 500 ps, although it can be decreased up to one label bit
time. Figure 5.8 shows the traces of the original packet, the separated label and
payload and the single pulse generated. The optical suppression ratio (relation
between the suppressed signal and the remaining one) is 23.6 dB and 24.1 dB for
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Figure 5.6: Experimental setup. DFB: distributed feed-back laser. PC: polar-
ization controller. IM: intensity modulator. PM: phase modulator.
EDFA: erbium-doped fibre amplifier. PBS: polarization beam split-
ter.

Figure 5.7: Packet format.

the payload separator, in the case of short and long payload, respectively.
The label separator has an optical suppression ratio of 18.8 dB and 17.5 dB for

short and long packets respectively. Both the recovered label and the generated
pulse show a clear shape. Figure 5.9 shows the eye diagrams of the original DPSK
signal for short and long payloads. The Q factor of these signals was 9.4 dB and
9.6 dB, respectively. The ER was 16.0 dB and 16.4 dB, respectively. After the
separation process, the obtained Q factor was 9.9 dB and 9.2 dB, and the ER
16.6 dB and 17.4 dB, respectively. Although there are slight differences in the
values (probably due to the measurement equipment) they all remain above 9 dB
for the Q factor which means that the signal can be recovered for BER values
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Figure 5.8: Scope traces of the results. The time scale is 20 ns/div in all the
insets.

higher than 10−15. Therefore, this scheme preserves the integrity of the payload
data after all the separation process, avoiding critical degradations of the signal.

Although the bitrate of the label can not be increased to more than 20 Gbit/s
due to fundamental limitations of the bulky SOA [123], this device is transparent
for a DPSK signal and hence, the bitrate of the payload might be increased beyond
40 Gbit/s.

Hence, we have demonstrated experimentally the feasibility of a self-controlled,
variable burst length all-optical label and payload processor. The processor in-
cludes a label and payload separator and a single pulse generator. In addition,
optical transmission by using DPSK modulation format [89–91] has been demon-
strated to be robust against chromatic dispersion, PMD, and cross-phase modula-
tion (XPM) effects, enabling record high capacity in transmission links [92]. It also
reduces pattern effects induced by the SOA carrier dynamics [105]. The proposed
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Figure 5.9: Eye diagrams of the original DPSK signal and the recovered ones,
for short and long packets. The time scale is 50 ps/div in all the
insets.

scheme has the possibility of integration in a photonic circuit because of the use
of SOA-based devices.

5.6 Payload and label separator for IM/IM RZ

In Section 5.5, we presented a label and payload separator based on NPR in an
SOA, in an IM/DPSK time-serial scheme. One of the drawbacks of this solution is
the low bandwidth efficiency due to large bandguards. Furthermore, it used NRZ
pulses for the label; this modulation format may lead to incompatibility problems
with other blocks of the proposed LASAGNE AOLS that require RZ pulses for
proper operation (i.e. the label comparison block [115] and the all-optical clock
recovery [117]). In this section, we extend the same principle of operation to
support RZ IM/IM label and payload operation. We present an experimental
demonstration of the proposed scheme for a system operating at 10 Gb/s [106].

5.6.1 Experimental setup and results

Figure 5.10 shows the packet structure, which is composed of a label section, a
dummy section, and a payload data section, spaced out by a guard-time. The
dummy signal can be used as a control signal, supporting variable burst length.
Once the delay is set properly, the dummy signal acts as a beam light (as explained
below). The experimental setup is also depicted in the Fig. 5.10. A mode locked
laser emitting at 1549.5 nm was modulated with a 210−1 PRBS signal. The pulse
width was adjusted to 2 ps, allowing further multiplexing techniques in order
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Figure 5.10: Experimental setup and packet scheme. MLL: mode lock laser.
PC: polarization controller. IM: intensity modulator. EDFA:
erbium-doped fiber amplifier. BPF: band-pass filter. TLS: tunable
laser source. SOA: semiconductor optical amplifier. OC: optical
circulator. PBS: polarization beam splitter.

to increase the line-bitrate. Then the signal was amplified using an EDFA and
launched into a second intensity modulator to create the RZ IM/IM packet. The
packet was composed of a 16 bits label and 850 bits of payload (based on a 210−1
PRBS). In parallel, a TLS emitting at the same wavelength was modulated with
the dummy signal (i.e. a pulse of 32 bits at 10 Gb/s over a 1024 data stream,
equivalent to the length of the 210 − 1 PRBS signal). These two signals (the label
and payload and the dummy), were then combined and sent to the all-optical label
and payload separator block shown in Fig. 5.10.

At the separator, the packet is split. The upper branch is injected into the
SOA after a delay line, which ensures that the label part of the packet arrives
simultaneously with the dummy part of the signal version passing through the
lower branch. Hence, the signal passing through the lower branch is used as a
high-intensity pump control signal for the SOA. This dummy pump signal, aligned
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Figure 5.11: Trace of the original pattern and its eye diagram. The inset (a)
shows a detail of the label and the dummy part of the packet, (b)
a detail of the label and (c) a detail of the eye diagram.

to coincide with the label at the SOA, introduces additional birefringence in the
SOA as compared to the case when no pump signal is present (see Section 5.3).
Therefore, the label part experiences a rotation on its polarization state in SOA
and leave the OC with a different polarization than the rest of the packet (the
dummy and the payload data). A following polarization filter composed by a PC
and a PBS is used to finally separate each signal. Since the signal is RZ-based, if
the delay is carefully adjusted, the contra-propagated pulses do not collide with
the co-propagated pulses. Hence, the payload data is transmitted entirely through
the SOA.

During the experiments, the label contained the hexadecimal word “DF49”.
The biasing current for the SOA was set to 200 mA. Figure 5.11 shows scope traces
of the original packet and its eye diagram. The ER of the signal was 20.1 dB.
Figure 5.12 shows the separation results obtained for the separated label. The
optical suppression ratio is 15 dB for the label. On the other hand, the Fig. 5.12
shows the eye diagram of the separated payload, with an optical suppression ratio
of 17 dB. We obtained an ER for the recovered label and payload of 17.0 dB and
16.6 dB, respectively.

In this section, we have demonstrated experimentally an asynchronous, vari-
able length, label and payload separator for IM/IM RZ packets. The separator
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Figure 5.12: Left: Traces and eye diagram of the separated label signal. Right:
Traces and eye diagram of the separated payload.

exploits the nonlinear polarization rotation effect in an SOA. The results show an
optical suppression ratio higher than 15 dB, which allows proper readability of the
separated label and respects the integrity of the separated payload. Furthermore,
the scheme is highly efficient in terms of bandwidth utilization and may be up-
graded to higher bitrates. Besides, it has potential of integration in a photonic
circuit because of the use of SOA-based devices.

5.7 Bandwidth utilization comparison

Sections 5.5 and 5.6 presented two label and payload separator schemes based on
the same principle but for different modulation formats. As pointed in Section 5.6 a
main drawback of using a combined time-serial IM/DPSK is the poor utilization of
the bandwidth. If we assume that the IM/DPSK packet has the scheme depicted in
Fig. 5.7, a security guard-band equal to τin/2, and taking into account the length
of the payload (τP ), the only remaining constraint is avoiding that the control
signal overlaps with the payload section. Therefore, assuming another guard-time
equal to τin to ensure proper separation is τin/2, we can easily determine that the
packet may have a variable length, between:
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τP−MIN = τin/2 + τL + τin/2

τP−MAX = τin/2 + τL + (τV − τin/2), (5.3)

where τP−MIN and τP−MAX are the minimum and the maximum length of the
packet, and τL the label length. Therefore, a factor of variability equal to τV +
τin is obtained for this scheme. Furthermore, the bandwidth efficiency can be
determined as (considering a guardtime τin twice the τL):

Bandwidth efficiencyDPSK/IM =
τP

3τP − τin
. (5.4)

In the same way, for the time-serial RZ labeling proposed in Section 5.6 and
according to the scheme from Fig. 5.10, the bandwidth efficiency for this scheme
can be determined as:

Bandwidth efficiencyIM/IM =
τP

4τin + τP
. (5.5)

Figure 5.13 shows the bandwidth efficiency in each scheme for different payload
length, assuming for both cases a 16 bit label at 10 Gb/s. In the experiments
regarding the time-serial IM/IM RZ separator the length of the payload was equal
to 850 bits, and hence achieving an efficiency of 0.98. The length of the payload
for the time-serial DPSK/IM NRZ separator was 470 bits, achieving a bandwidth
efficiency of only 0.3. It is important to notice that for the time-serial DPSK/IM
NRZ scheme, the bandwidth efficiency is limited to a maximum of 0.33. This is
because the scheme needs guardbands long enough to accommodate the length of
the payload. Hence, by increasing the length of the payload the efficiency remains
almost constant. On the contrary, for the time-serial IM/IM RZ separator, the
efficiency climbs up to 0.99, since the payload and the dummy have a constant
length and the bandguards don’t scale with the payload. Furthermore, in a more
realistic scenario, the length of the payload could be increased without changing
any parameter of the setup. Hence, the IM/IM RZ scheme offers a clear bandwidth
efficiency advantage.

5.8 Wavelength conversion of time-serial labeled
signals

Wavelength conversion is a key functionality in optical nodes because enables to
route incoming packets in the wavelength domain. Wavelength conversion can be
achieved using different technologies: NPR in an SOA [118], XPM in a MZI [51, 55],
FWM in SOA or HNLF [109], to mention some. In this section, we focus on
wavelength conversion using FWM in a HNLF, since it offers the advantage of
being signal transparent format (e.g. it works for IM as well as for FSK and
DPSK-modulated signals) and ultrafast [101].
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Figure 5.13: Bandwidth efficiency comparison for the time-serial IM/DPSK and
the IM/IM scheme at 10 Gb/s.

5.8.1 Time-serial IM/DPSK wavelength conversion using
FWM

The wavelength conversion process of a combined time-serial IM/DPSK signal
requires a parametric conversion method that preserves the amplitude and phase
information of the signal. For that reason, FWM can perform this operation within
a node, since it is transparent to the modulation format of the original signal.
Furthermore, the FWM process can be generated in several nonlinear devices,
such as a HNLF or an SOA. This last device offers the possibility of photonic
integration, overcoming the footprint problem that a HNLF may generate.

In order to assess the feasibility of wavelength conversion for combined time-
serial IM/DPSK signals, we first investigated via simulations the process in a
HNLF. The parameters of this fiber are shown in Table 5.1 (these parameters
belong to the HNLF used during the experiments reported in the Section 5.8.2).

The simulations used an input signal at 1550 nm, and a pumping signal at
1545 nm, with 0 dBm and 10 dBm of power, respectively. The signals were com-
bined and amplified using an ideal EDFA with automatic power control set in a
range varying from - 15 dBm up to + 30 dBm. The input signal was first in-
tensity modulated with an ER of 10 dB. After the first set of simulations, the
intensity modulator was changed to a phase modulator. In that way we obtained
the complete set of conversions for pure IM and DPSK signals.

Figure 5.14 shows the simulated BER performance for pure IM signals. The
trends of the curves show a better performance for values of input power ranging
from + 5 dBm up to + 25 dBm for BER values of 10−9, without power penalties
with respect to the back-to-back performance.

In the case of the DPSK signal, we used both an unbalanced photodetector re-
ceiver and a balance photodetector receiver, in order to compare the performances.
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Table 5.1: Specifications of the HNLF used

Parameters (Units) Value

Length (km) 0.5

Loss at 1550 nm (dB/km) 0.57

Zero dispersion wavelength λ0 (nm) 1548

Dispersion at 1550 nm (ps/km/nm) 0.013

Dispersion slope at 1550 nm (ps/km/nm2) 0.03

Aeff (µm2) 10.3

MFD (µm) 3.7

PMD (ps/km) 0.14

Nonlinear refractive index η2 (m2/W ) 3.8 ·10−20

Figure 5.14: BER performance for wavelength conversion of IM signals using
FWM in a HNLF.

The results are shown in Fig. 5.15 (unbalanced detection) and Fig. 5.16 (balanced
detection). The trends of both curves show a better performance for values of
input power ranging from 0 dBm up to + 30 dBm.

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5.17. Two different setups were tested,
the first one with DPSK modulation, and the second one with IM modulation.
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Figure 5.15: BER performance for DPSK wavelength conversion using FWM in
a HNLF with an unbalanced receiver.

Figure 5.16: BER performance for DPSK wavelength conversion using FWM in
a HNLF with a balanced receiver.

Since the time-serial scheme utilizes alternatively but not simultaneously, an IM
signal and a DPSK signal, for simplicity we simulated to different cases where pure
IM and DPSK streams were wavelength converted. In both cases, a tunable laser
source at 1550 nm and 3 dBm of optical power were modulated using a 231 − 1
PRBS signal. The modulated signal was then amplified using an EDFA with 20 dB
gain up to 13.7 dBm. A 0.9 nm bandwidth optical BPF was used to remove ASE
noise. The signal was then launched into the HNLF via a 3 dB coupler. A second
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Figure 5.17: Experimental setup for the DPSK (a) and the IM (b) wavelength
conversion. TLS: tunable laser source. PM: phase modulator.
EDFA: erbium-doped fiber amplifier. BPF: band-pass filter. PC:
polarization controller. HNLF: hingly nonlinear fiber. MZI: Mach-
Zehnder Interferometer. OSA: optical spectrum analyzer. BerT:
bit error rate test. IM: intensity modulator.

TLS was used as pumping signal, emitting at 1545 nm. This CW was amplified
up to 20 dBm, and also launched into the HNLF via the second port of the 3 dB
coupler. At the output of the HNLF, a 0.3 nm bandwidth optical BPF was used to
select the wavelength-converted signal at 1540 nm. The signal was then amplified
and sent to an optical spectrum analyzer and a BER tester.

Figure 5.18 shows the optical spectra of the signal at the output of the HNLF.
The original DPSK signal can be observed, and its copy as a result of the FWM
process. Figure 5.19 shows the BER performance of both the DPSK and the IM
signals under the same conditions. In both cases we obtain error free conversion,
with a power penalty for a BER of 10−9 of about 2 dB in both cases, which is in
agreement with the simulation results.

5.8.2 Multicasting time-serial IM/IM wavelength conver-
sion using FWM

Wavelength conversion investigations reported up to now have focused on conver-
sion of only one wavelength. However, in advanced WDM networks supporting
services like video distribution and teleconferencing, a multicast connection to be
established is needed [130, 131]. Therefore, multicasting capability is a new feature
requested of the physical wavelength converter. Recently, multicasting capabilities
were demonstrated exploiting FWM in a single SOA [132]. However, this approach
used a polarization diversity scheme, interleaving the polarization of each single
pumping signal, and hence adding a new degree of complexity to the setup. Multi-
casting has been also demonstrated recently using an hybrid integrated MZI [133],
which allows photonic integration, but has inherent limitations in terms of bitrate.
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Figure 5.18: Measured optical spectra at the output port of the HNLF. The
insets show a detail of the original DPSK signal (right) and the
wavelength converted DPSK signal (left).

Figure 5.19: BER performance of the DPSK and the IM signals back-to-back
and after the wavelength conversion process. The insets show the
DPSK eye diagram in both cases.

In this section, we demonstrate wavelength multicasting using the FWM pro-
cess in a HNLF [109]. An incoming signal is successfully multicasted to three
different wavelength channels, with no substantial degradation in the ER. The
BER measurements show also no substantial degradation of the quality of the sig-
nals. This multicast capability combined with all-optical processing of the signals
in the node could lead to a new implementation of real-time broadcast services.
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Figure 5.20: Experimental setup.

The experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 5.20.

The original signal was obtained by modulating with a 231 − 1 PRBS the
lightwave carrier generated by a TLS at 1555.75 nm. The average output power
after the generation was measured to be -3 dBm. An EDFA was used to amplify
the signal up to 18dBm, and an optical BPF was used to remove the ASE noise.
The polarization of the signal was controlled at various points in the system by
using PCs, and then sent into a multiplexer filter, and then to the HNLF. At the
same time, three TLS sources were amplified using independent EDFAs, and then
injected also into the HNLF through the multiplexer. The TLSs were emitting at
1557.36 nm, 1558.98 nm and 1560.61 nm, hence with 200 GHz channel spacing. In
order to assess the individual quality of each multicasted channel, a BPF was used
to filter out the signal at the output of the HNLF, and then sent into a data/clock
recovery block and a BER tester.

Figure 5.21 shows the optical spectra at different points of the setup and the
results of the BER characterization. For single wavelength conversion, the power
penalty at BER 10−9 is around 2 dB. When all the pumping signals are injected
simultaneously and hence produce a multicasting scenario, the power penalty in-
creases only by 0.5 dB. The power penalty could be explained by the fact that
the channels are located far from the zero dispersion wavelength of the HNLF.
Therefore, the results could be improved by either locating the channels closer to
this point or using a HNLF with different specifications.

Hence, we demonstrated wavelength multicasting using the FWM process in
a HNLF. An incoming signal at 10 Gbit/s with PRBS 231 − 1 was successfully
multicasted to three different wavelength channels with 200 GHz channel spacing.
The resulted multicasted signals experienced less than 2.5 dB of power penalty
at BER of 10−9 with respect to the back-to-back. This multicast capability com-
bined with all-optical processing of the signals in the node can enable new level
of real-time broadcast services. Furthermore, the results also apply to the case
when a single channel needs to be converted, hence covering the single wavelength
conversion case.
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Figure 5.21: Optical spectra at different points of the system. Namely, the orig-
inal signal, at the output of the HNLF, and the recovered channels
after wavelength conversion. The BER measures correspond to the
single wavelength conversion and the multicasting case.

5.9 Scalability and cascadability of the system

This section briefly describes the main limitations to the scalability and cascadabil-
ity of the proposed system. Scalability and cascadability in the proposed system
are strongly related. Since the way to scale the proposed optical network would
imply increasing the number of packet labels (in order to allow more light paths
because of the increased number of destination nodes), the physical consequences
of increasing the number of label bits have to be taken into account.

Fig. 5.1 depicted an optical node based on a two-bit address system. For such
a system, every optical correlator needs to cascade two SOA-MZI. Hence, the
more we increase the number of bits per label, the more SOA-MZIs are needed
to perform the correlation between the local label and the received label. An
important drawback of SOA-MZI devices is the ASE noise introduced by the SOAs,
which considerably limits the maximum number of SOA-MZI devices that a signal
can sequentially transverse without optical regeneration. In [134], up to four SOA-
MZIs were cascaded, providing error-free operation. However, it is foreseen that
a higher amount of cascaded elements may lead to the need for including some
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optical regenerator stage. Hence, the scalability is limited to the number of SOA-
MZI that can be cascaded performing as correlators.

On the other hand, the cascadability of the system is basically limited to the
number of sequentially cascaded nodes. Since the wavelength conversion process
reported in this thesis is based on FWM in a HNLF, a low power penalty over the
payload is expected. Considering a dynamic range of the receiver of 20 dB and
an average power penalty of 2 dB (according to the simulation and experimental
results shown in this thesis), the amount of cascaded nodes can be up to 20. If
the wavelength conversion technology is based on MZI (as also assessed in the
LASAGNE project [12]), some optical signal regeneration can be expected, and
hence the allowable amount of cascaded nodes increased.

5.10 Engineering rules

In this section we present a set of simple engineering rules for the design of two
blocks of an all-optical core node (namely, the label and payload processor and
the wavelength converter unit).

The label and payload separator can be realized exploiting nonlinear effects in
SOAs. The first implementation demonstrated used PDM to convey the external
control light that helped the SOA to perform the separation information.

• PDM was found unstable during the lab experiments. Tight control of the
room temperature and physical isolation of components to avoid transmission
of vibrations is necessary.

The next two label and payload processors demonstrated were based on self-
controlled control signals.

• Optical powers between -10 dBm and 0 dBm are necessary to introduce
additional birefringence in the SOA, and hence obtain a nonlinear effect in
the polarization of the signal.

• The electrical power consumption in the SOAs does not scale with the line
rate (on the contrary, electronic processing does).

Regarding the wavelength conversion operation:

• FWM in HNLF offers transparent (multi-)wavelength conversion at ultrafast
speeds [101].

• Low power penalty due to wavelength conversion requires high optical power
values launched into the fiber (namely, between 5 dBm and 25 dBm).

• The wavelengths of the converted channels have to be close to the zero dis-
persion point of the utilized HNLF.
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In terms of networking, from this chapter one can extrapolate that:

• The level of granularity is higher for a time-serial labeling scheme than for
a combined modulation labeling. This is because the combined modulation
scheme relies in sending in parallel the label and the payload information.
Since the label information is at low bitrate (in the studied cases), the length
of the packet is determined by its temporal length. In a time-serial labeling,
once the label is transmitted the system can allocate different payload lengths
depending of the traffic needs.

• The scalability of the system is directly related to the cascadability of its
sub-blocks. In general, it is foreseen that all-optical regenerators are needed
to achieve a higher degree of scalability, since the correlators based on SOA-
MZIs lack of cascadability.

5.11 Summary

In summary, this chapter presents an optical node that processes the label infor-
mation optically. The labeling of the payload is performed in a time-serial fashion.
Two main blocks of the core node architecture are studied in this chapter: the la-
bel and payload processor and the wavelength converter unit. The former is based
on nonlinearities in SOA. The latter is based on FWM in a HNLF, exploiting the
peculiarity of the FWM of being transparent to the modulation format. We have
shown a label and payload processor capable of coping with time-serial IM/IM
RZ signals and time-serial IM/DPSK NRZ signals. The separation process is per-
formed in a single SOA. Furthermore, single pulse extraction for every packet is
demonstrated. In all cases, optical suppression ratios higher than 15 dB are shown.
The schemes presented have potential for photonic integration since they are based
on SOA devices. The wavelength converter unit has to be designed according to
the labeling technique employed and the format scheme used. Because of this, we
presented a study on single- and multiwavelength conversion based on FWM in
a HNLF. This approach allows transparent wavelength conversion (independently
of the data format used) at high bitrate (the nonlinear effects in a fiber can be
ultrafast). Wavelength conversion for a single wavelength with 2 dB of power
penalty and multicasting of 3 signals with power penalty of 2.5 dB is shown, hence
introducing a negligible impact over the payload performance. Hence, all-optical
signal processing used to implement optical nodes functionalities is demonstrated
for two building blocks. The main advantage of such a node is the possibility of
scaling the system to higher bitrates using the same schemes and without affecting
the performance of the system.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and
recommendations for further
research

Optical networks are evolving towards optical packet switching in order to take
advantage of the high transport capacity made available by WDM systems in a
more flexible and efficient way. Optically labeling packets allows the network nodes
to route and forward IP data without having to process the payload, keeping it
in the optical domain; this is thus a promising solution to overcome electronic
bottlenecks in routers. All-optical label switching can therefore be used to route
and forward packets independent of their length and payload bitrate.

Labeling

Several optical signal labeling techniques have been proposed in previous re-
search reported in literature; orthogonal labeling and time-serial labeling have
been studied in this thesis. This thesis studies two orthogonal modulation label-
ing techniques: one based on FSK labels with an IM payload, and another one
on SCM labeling for a DPSK modulated payload. A time-serial labeling method
based on IM labels with IM or DPSK payload is also presented and studied. The
first two techniques assume electronic processing of the labels in the node, and
hence assume that labels can be transmitted at a much lower bitrate than the
payload data rate. The third technique assumes all-optical signal processing in
the nodes, capable of handling a label at the same bitrate or slightly lower than
the payload data. Labels at low bitrate in comparison with the payload bitrate are
desirable in systems where the label processing will be conducted in the electrical
domain, while labels at the same bitrate as the payload can be used in systems
where the processing is conducted in the optical domain, exploiting all-optical
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processing techniques.
These three techniques have been chosen because are compatible with the exist-

ing networks, since the modulation format, bitrates, transmission properties, and
other features of the signals are similar to the ones used for commercially available
applications. Thus, they can be considered important candidates for migration
scenarios from OCS towards OBS networking.

Orthogonal labeling based on FSK/IM is a promising scheme for implementing
the labeling of optical signals, and it is the technology of choice in the STOLAS
project. This technique offers advantageous features such as a relaxed timing de-
lineation between payload and label, and ease of label erasure and re-writing of
new labels. By using wavelength-agile tunable laser sources with FSK modula-
tion capability, wavelength converters, and passive wavelength routing elements,
a scalable modular label-controlled router featuring high reliability can be built.
In this thesis, several aspects of the physical parameters of an FSK/IM labeling
scheme with payload at 10 Gbit/s and labels at 155 Mbit/s within a routing node
have been studied and presented. Optical filtering requires special care, since the
combined FSK/IM scheme has a broader spectrum than that of pure intensity
modulated signals. However, an acceptable deviation of 15 GHz from the central
frequency can be tolerated for a 3 dB power penalty for FSK signals with 20 GHz
optical sweeping. The requirements on the limited extinction ratio for the IM
signal can be relaxed at low bitrates of the label signal or, alternatively, by intro-
ducing data encoding. An extinction ratio of 6.5 dB was found to be the optimum
system operation point regarding label and payload sensitivities. As seen from the
laboratory trial results, the cascadability of the FSK/IM label-controlled nodes
is mainly limited by the insufficient speed and patterning effects of the wave-
length converters, which can be overcome by the ongoing improvement of high
speed SOA-MZI wavelength converters targeted to operate up to 40 Gbit/s and
above. Optical labeling by using FSK/IM represents a simple and attractive way
of implementing hybrid optical circuit and burst switching in optical networks.

Further research lines should include the generation of FSK signals at high
bitrates, and the development of faster wavelength converters based on SOA-MZI
structures that could provide 2R regeneration capabilities.

Architecturally, similar advantages can be mentioned for the second orthogonal
labeling technique studied in this thesis, based on SCM labels and a DPSK payload.
Inband subcarriers carrying low bitrate labels (156 Mbit/s) located at a frequency
equal to half the bitrate of the 10 Gbit/s payload signal can be inserted with
power penalties over the performance below 1 dB. Lasers with a linewidth of up
to 100 MHz introduce a power penalty below 1 dB, which indicates that this
scheme can be realized using low cost laser sources. Wavelength conversion can be
implemented by using passive highly nonlinear fibers and exploiting the four-wave
mixing effect. The results show negligible power penalties (below 2 dB) over a
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wide range of the spectra.

Future research lines should include novel label swapping techniques or an
improvement of the subcarrier labeling ones already proposed in the LABELS
project [38, 112]. Propagation issues, such as nonlinearities in multiple channel
transmission or fading of the subcarrier due to fiber dispersion, also need to be
assessed in order to estimate the performance and cascadability of this labeling
scheme.

In both the FSK/IM and the DPSK/SCM labeling schemes, one of the biggest
drawbacks is the crosstalk between the label and the payload signal. However,
both have the advantage of a simplified generator scheme and a simple receiver.
However, the label swapping process is much simpler in the FSK/IM approach,
where only a SOA-MZI is needed to perform label erasure, insertion and wave-
length conversion. In contrast, the DPSK/SCM requires different blocks for each
of these operations, which significantly impairs the overall performance of the
signal through the node.

All-optical signal processing

This thesis also studies the design of two functional blocks of an all-optical core
node proposed in the LASAGNE project, namely the all-optical label and payload
separator and the wavelength converter unit for a time-serial labeling scheme. The
label and payload processor can be realized exploiting nonlinear effects on SOAs.
An implementation using polarization division multiplexing to transport the ex-
ternal control light for an IM/IM time-serial scheme was demonstrated. Label and
payload processors with self-contained control signals were also demonstrated, ei-
ther using a DPSK signal to simultaneously transport the payload data and the
control signal or inserting a CW dummy in between the label and the payload,
which were based on IM-RZ. In all the cases, optical suppression ratios higher than
15 dB were demonstrated during the separation process, in an operation performed
using a single SOA. The wavelength converter unit has to be designed according
to the labeling technique employed and the signal modulation format used. A
study on single- and multiwavelength conversion based on FWM in a HNLF was
presented. This approach allows transparent wavelength conversion (independent
of the data format used) at high bitrates (the nonlinear effects in a fiber are ob-
tained at ultrafast speeds). Wavelength conversion for a single wavelength with a
2 dB power penalty and multicasting of 3 signals with a power penalty of 2.5 dB
is shown, hence introducing a negligible impact over the payload performance.

Future research lines should include a deeper study into the ultrafast nonlinear
effects of SOAs, since they are the key to providing new functionalities. All-optical
signal processing techniques based on passive nonlinear elements, such as photonic
crystal fibers or HNLF, should also be assessed since they can provide nonlinear
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effects as well, disregarding the problems of the active components (introduction
of ASE noise, power consumption, footprint, etc.). Multicasting capabilities are a
desired feature in optical networks, and hence new techniques to create multiple
copies over a wide range of wavelengths need to be investigated.

In conclusion, various functional building blocks of an optical label switched
network node were demonstrated with superior performance characteristics. These
demonstrations were carried out via computer simulations and laboratory trials.
These results support the argument for using a labeling scheme for all-optical
packet switched networks. Furthermore, the orthogonal modulation scheme and
the time-serial approach have been shown to be promising solutions for future high
speed IP-over-WDM networks.

Future challenges may lay ahead in trialing the schemes in larger-scale networks
under some real-life traffic conditions, and in investigating new functionalities such
as label-controlled QoS-differentiated routing and multicasting.
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List of Abbreviations

AGC automatic gain control
AOFF all-optical flip-flops
AOLS all-optical label swapping
AOLXG all-optical logic XOR gates
ASE amplified spontaneous emission
ASK amplitude shift key
ATM asynchronous transfer mode
AWG arrayed-waveguide grating
CP control plane
CW continuous wave
DCF dispersion compensating fiber
DFB distributed feedback laser
DGD differential group delay
DPSK differential-phase shift key
EAM electroabsorption modulator
EDFA erbium-doped fiber amplifier
ER extinction ratio
FBG fiber Bragg grating
FDL fiber delay lines
FEC forward error correction
FSK frequency shift keying
FSR free spectral range
FWHM full-width half-maximum
GCSR grating assisted coupler sampled reflector
HBDDRZ half-bit-delayed-dark-return-to-zero
HNLF highly nonlinear fiber
IGP internal gateway protocols
IP internet protocol
ITU International Telecommunication Union



134 List of Abbreviations

LASAGNE all-optical label-swapping employing optical
logic gates in network nodes

LOBS labeled optical burst switching
LSP labeled switched paths
LSR labeled switching routers
MPLS multiprotocol label switching
MPλS multiprotocol lambda switching
MZI Mach-Zehnder interferometer
NPR nonlinear polarization rotation
NRZ nonreturn-to-zero
NZDSF non-zero dispersion-shifted fiber
OC optical circulator
OCDM optical code division multiplexing
OCS optical circuit switching
OCSS optical carrier suppression and separation
OBS optical burst switching
ODL optical delay line
OPS optical packet switching
OTDM optical time division multiplexing
O/E/O electronic-optical-electronic
PBS polarization beam splitters
PC polarization controller
PCB printed circuit board
PDM polarization division multiplexing
PIC photonic integrated circuit
PM phase modulation
PMD polarization mode dispersion
PRBS pseudo-random binary sequence
PSD power spectral density
PSK phase shift keying
PSP principal states of polarization
QoS quality of service
RF radio frequency
RZ return-to-zero
SCM subcarrier multiplexing
SMF single mode fiber
SNR signal-to-noise ratio
SOA semiconductor optical amplifier
SPM self-phase modulation
SPR self-polarization rotation
SSB single-sideband
STOLAS switching technologies for optically labeled signals
TE transverse electric
TLS tunable laser sources
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TM transverse magnetic
TTL time-to-live
VOA variable optical attenuator
WDM wavelength division multiplexing
WRON wavelength routed optical network
XGM cross-gain modulation
XPM cross-phase modulation
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Appendix C

Samenvatting

Om de hoge transportcapaciteit van optische WDM systemen in een meer flexibele
en efficiënte manier te benutten, ontwikkelen optische netwerken zich van statis-
che circuit-geschakelde netwerken naar pakket-geschakelde netwerken. Optische
labeling van pakketten en het doorsturen van de pakketten onder controle van het
optische label (routeren) heeft als voordeel dat de pakketten doorgestuurd kunnen
worden zonder verwerking in het elektrische domein. Dit is een veelbelovende tech-
niek om de vertragingen, die bij bewerkingen in het elektrische domein plaatsvin-
den, te voorkomen. Labeling die geheel in het optische domein plaatsvindt, kan
daarom worden gebruikt om pakketten door te sturen onafhankelijk van lengte en
datasnelheid.

Enkele optische signaal-labeling technieken worden in dit proefschrift gerap-
porteerd: orthogonale labeling en tijdseriële labeling. Twee soorten orthogonale
modulatie labeling technieken worden beschreven: de eerste is gebaseerd op FSK
labels met een IM data-pakket, en de tweede techniek is gebaseerd op SCM labeling
met een DSPK gemoduleerd data-pakket. Een tijdseriële labeling, die gebaseerd
is op IM labels met IM of DPSK data-pakketten wordt ook beschreven. De eerste
twee technieken veronderstellen een verwerking in het elektrische domein van de
labels in het schakel-knooppunt. Daarom is het realistisch dat er verondersteld
wordt dat de labels op een veel lagere snelheid dan de snelheid van de data-
pakketten kunnen worden verstuurd. De derde techniek veronderstelt een geheel
optische verwerking van de labels in de knooppunten. Hierdoor kunnen de labels
op dezelfde, of bijna dezelfde, datasnelheid worden verwerkt als het data-pakket
zelf. In systemen waar de label verwerking in het elektrische domain plaatsvindt
is het wenselijk om de labels op een lagere snelheid te versturen. Terwijl labels en
data-pakketten op dezelfde snelheid gebruikt kunnen worden in systemen waar de
verwerking van de labels in de knooppunten geheel optisch is.

Onze keuze voor deze drie technieken is gebaseerd op de compatibiliteit met de
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bestaande netwerken. Deze zijn compatibel omdat de modulatievormen, datasnel-
heden, transmissie-eigenschappen en andere signaalkenmerken overeenkomen met
commercieel beschikbare applicaties. Deze drie technieken kunnen daarom wor-
den beschouwd als belangrijke kandidaten voor omschakelscenario’s van optische
circuit-geschakelde netwerken naar optische pakket-geschakelde netwerken.

Binnen het STOLAS project is gekozen voor de veelbelovende techniek die
gebaseerd is op implementatie van orthogonale labeling met FSK labels en een IM
data-pakket. Enkele voordelen van deze techniek zijn een versoepelende tijdsomli-
jning tussen label en pakket, en het eenvoudig verwijderen en opnieuw aanbrengen
van een nieuw label. Met behulp van golflengte verstembare lasers met FSK mod-
ulatie capaciteit, golflengteomzetters, en passieve golflengte schakelelementen, kan
een schaalbaar modulair label-gecontroleerde schakelknooppunt met een hoge be-
trouwbaarheid worden gebouwd. In dit proefschrift zijn enkele aspecten van de
fysische parameters van een FSK/IM labeling schema met een schakelknooppunt
bestudeerd. Optische filtering is een belangrijk aspect, omdat de orthogonale la-
beling met FSK labels en IM data-pakketten een breder spectrum heeft dan het
spectrum van een puur IM-gemoduleerd signaal. De eisen die aan het gelimiteerde
extinction-ratio van het IM signaal worden gesteld, kunnen worden versoepeld door
het kiezen van een lagere snelheid voor het. Een alternatief is het introduceren van
data codering. Optische labeling door middel van FSK/IM is een simpele en een
attractieve manier om een hybride optisch ciruit- en pakket-geschakeld netwerk te
implementeren in een optisch netwerk.

Wat betreft de architectuur kunnen we vergelijkbare voordelen geven voor
de orthogonale labeltechniek gebaseerd op SCM labels en DPSK data. In-band
subcarriers, die labels bevatten die op een lage snelheid zijn gemoduleerd, zijn
gelokaliseerd op een frequentie die gelijk is aan de helft van de datasnelheid en
introduceren slechts een minimale achteruitgang. Golflengteconversie kan worden
gëımplementeerd door gebruik te maken van FWM in passieve sterk niet-lineare
vezels (HNLF: highly nonlinear fiber).

In dit proefschrift zijn de ontwerpen van twee functionele blokken voor een
geheel-optisch schakel-knooppunt, zoals voorgesteld in het LASAGNE project,
bestudeerd. Het eerste functionele blok is de geheel-optische label en data sep-
arator en het tweede functionele blok is de golflengte conversie unit voor tijd-
seriële labeling. De label en data processor kunnen worden gerealiseerd met behulp
van de niet-lineare effecten in SOAs. Polarisatie divisie multiplexing is gëımple-
menteerd om een extern controle signaal te transporteren voor een IM/IM tijd-
seriële structuur. Label en data processors met onafhankelijke controle signalen
zijn ook gedemonstreerd. De eerste methode is gebaseerd op een DPSK signaal,
die simultaan het data en controle signaal transporteert. De tweede methode
is gebaseerd op het invoegen van een CW dummy tussen label en data, welke
gebaseerd zijn op het IM-RZ modulatie-formaat. Golflengte conversie van één of
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meerdere golflengtes simultaan, gebaseerd op FWM in een HNLF, is bestudeerd.
Deze aanpak is transparant (onafhankelijk van het data formaat) op hoge data
snelheden (de niet-lineaire effecten in een glasvezel zijn ultra-snel).

De bestudeerde labeling technieken zijn veelbelovend om het optische burst
pakket-schakelen in te voeren in bestaande netwerken, en tegelijkertijd de verw-
erkingscapaciteit van de schakelknooppunten te vergroten.
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